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QUICK FACTS 
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Colors: Blue and Gold 
Affiliation: NCAA Division I 
Conference: Ohio Valley 
Field: University Softball Field (500) 
Dimensions: 215' (left), 205' 
(center), 215' (right)i.;;;.;_...:=-i~=-------' 
ADMINISTRATION 
President: Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin 
VP for S1udart life/Director of Atnletics: Mike Mincey 
Associate At hletic Director/SWA: Leslie Faber 
Faculty Representative: Dr. W. Michael Brown 
COACHING STAFF 
Head Coach: Jennifer Vansickle 
Alma Mater : Union College '87 
Record at MSU: 131-215-1 (7 years) 
Career Record: Same 
Best Time to Reach: M-F mornings 
Assistant Coaches: None 
Athletic Trainer: J ohnda Wireman 
Softball Office : (606) 783-5283 
·--·- Email: j .vansickle@morehead-st.edu 
TEAM INFORMATION 
2000 Record: 20-35 
2000 OVC Record: 10-13 (6th) 
Letterwirvters Returning/Lost: 11/ 6 
Starters Returning/Lost: 8/ 0 
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BRAD LAUX 
Assistant Sports Information 
Director 
Brad Laux is in his third year as 
MSU' s assistant sports information di-
rector and 10th overall in t he f ield. He 
will serve as the contact for several a 
sport s, including women's volleyball , f 
soccer, basketball and softball. ~ 
Prior to arriving at MSU, Laux, a no- u 
tive of Springfield, Va., spent three years as a graduate J 
assistant at Tennessee and three years as an intern at -George Mason. He received his master 's from UT in sports 8 
administration in 1998. He also worked at UNC Greens- N 
boro, where he graduated in 1992 with a bachelor's de-
gree in public relations, and for the U.S. Taekwondo Union 
at t he U.S. Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 
His experiences include serving in SID capacities at the 
1994 World Cup and t he 1996 Olympic Games. He and his 
wife, Ginny, reside in Clearfield, Ky. 
ON THE COVER 
After t oiling in the middle of t he OVC pack in their first 
t hree years at MSU, seven seniors are poised to make the 
team motto "Championships are won by what I do now'' 
prophet ic in their final year in t he Blue and Gold. 
CREDITS 
The 2001 Morehead State softball media guide was written, 
edited and designed by Assistant Sports I nformation 
Director Brad Laux, with assistance from Sports 
Information Director Randy Stacy, Secretary Specialist 
Brenda Kissinger and head coach Jennifer Vansickle. 
Special writing was pr ovided by MSU' s University 
Communications. Cover design by MSU Graphic Designer 
Trevor Griffith. Photography by MSU staff phot ographers 
Tim Holbrook and Guy Huffman. Printing by MSU Printing 
Services. 
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Morehead State University™ 
Head Coach Jennifer Vansickle 
***1999 OVC Coach of the Year*** 
After putting together her best 
two years at the helm of the Eagle 
fast-pitch program (and the fourth 
best in school history), eighth-year 
head coach Jennifer VanSickle is 
looking t o lead her senior-dominated 
team to even greater success in 2001. 
Vansickle, who earned the 1999 Ohio 
Valley Conference Coach of the Year, 
has won more games than any other 
MSU fast-pitch softball coach. The 
longest - tenured coach in the 
program's history, Vansickle ' s club 
put together a 20-35 mark last spring, 
its third-best under her watch. In 
the previous year, MSU put together 
the third-best season in the school ' s history at 27-18, and its 
best campaign in OVC competition, finishing 16-5 and in third 
place. She became the only MSU softball coach to win 100 games, 
when she reached t hat milestone on April 11 , 1999, with a 9-1 
pounding of Tennessee-Martin. For her career, Vansickle owns a 
131-215-1 overall record and a 75-93 conference mar k. 
The only coach t he school has ever known since it joined the 
Ohio Valley Conference, VanSickle has been a pioneer for the 
program. In her seven previous campaigns , Vansickle has seen 
the change from slow-pitch softball to fast pit ch in Kentucky = high schools and its rapid growth on all youth levels. With a 
] foundation set for continued development of all high school and 
,t youth- league softball , Vansickle is now seeing the direct effects 
~ on the talent which has infused her program. 
11 
Helping to play an active role in the development of the sport °' in t he st ate, Vansickle has been actively involved in many facets 
J3 and levels of promoting softball, through cl inics, camps and 
wor kshops. Her dedication and determination has helped pave the 
-8 way for the sport 's growth in Eastern Kentucky. 
N As the f irst full- t ime softball coach at Morehead State, 
Vansickle joined the Eagle program in 1994. MSU played its 
first fast-pitch campaign in 1989, but when Vansickle signed on, 
she helped usher in the era of Ohio Valley Conference competition, 
which also began in 1994. 
Vansickle has been associated with many firsts of the program. 
She was at the helm when the Eagles had their first player named 
to the inaugural AII-OVC first team, Jodi McMackin, in 1994. 
Seventeen players in VanSickle 's reign have been named 21 t imes 
to an al l-conference team. 
She has also presided over the development of dugouts for the 
soft ball field, and the additions of an electronic scoreboar d, a 
t arp, a fence wind-screen and a flag pole. 
Another area where the Eagles have made their mark is in 
academics. The program has always been noted for posting high 
academic credentials, but t hree times during VanSickle's tenure, 
MSU squads ranked among the nation 's top 25 t eams in grade-
point-average. In addit ion, she was the t eam's mentor when 
Shannon O'Toole was named as an Academic All-American in 1995. 
Including O'Toole, eight Eagles have been recognized as All-
District selections 12 times, including most recently, senior r ight 
fielder Dana Fohl last year. O 'Toole was also the first-ever 
prestigious OVC Medal of Honor r ecipient, while three others 
have also earned the honor. Twenty eight softball st udent -athletes 
have been named 52 times t o t he OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll. 
Vansickle started at MSU as a graduate assist ant coach with 
the women's basketball t eam during the 1993-94 season, whi le 
also serving as the head softball coach that spr ing. During her 
only campaign on the hardwood, the Lady Eagles posted a 5-22 
mark. 
Her career started when she began the program as the head 
sof tball coach, and assistant girl 's varsity and head junior varsity 
basketball coach, at her alma mater, Lawrence County High School 
2 
in Louisa , Ky . 
Vansickle then left to 
d irect the softball 
program, while also 
piloting the girl's 
basketball team, at 
Nicholls High School in 
Nicholls , Ga., from 
1988-90. She returned 
to LCHS fo r her 
second stint as head 
soft ball coach from 
1990-93. 
VanSickle's 
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During her time in 
the dugout at Lawrence 
County, the Bu lldogs 




75- 93 over all record and Totals 
_____________ __, 
131 - 215- 1 .380 
posted its best-ever 
mark in 1993. She was at the helm when the team won the district 
title and finished as the r egion runner-up, both firsts for the 
program. One of her student-athletes advanced onward with her 
career and played in college. 
Although she attended Union College on a basketball scholarship, 
VanSickle made her mark as a t wo-sport athlet e. A three-year 
st arter in the outfield on the softball team, Vansickle was selected 
all-conference in her final year. She also helped the Bulldogs win 
the conference t ournament that same season. 
As a basketball player, VanSickle started four years and was 
chosen the team's Freshman of the Year. It was one of many team 
awards she won for both sports. Union won the conference 
tournament her sophomore year. 
After completing her college career, she t oured two summers 
playing basketball with Athletes In Action and traveled to such 
destinations as Fiji , Brazi l, the Philippines and Peru. 
Aside from her coaching duties, Vansickle is a member of the 
National Fastpit ch Coaches Associat ion and has been the faculty 
sponsor for the University's Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
chapter for the past seven years. In 1995, she was named FCA 
College Coach of the Year , having earned the award for High School 
Coach of the Year in 1993. She also remains active as a volunteer 
with Habitat For Humanity. 
The Louisa, Ky., native graduated from Union College in 1987 
boasting a perfect 4.0 grade-point-average and received her 
master's degree from Morehead State in Health, P.E. and Recreation 
in 1994. 
Jennifer Vansickle is the winningest coach in Morehead 
State fast-pitch history. 
2001 Eagle Softball 
Hangin' With The Eagles 
~II-Time Coaching Records 
Overall 
~ Coach w. L I PCT w_ L 
1989 David Brunk 17 11 0 .607 
122Q David Brunk 31 2 J 756 
2 years Brunk Totals 48 20 3 .697 
12.21 Jim Wells 32 12 Q .628 
1 year Wells Totals 32 19 0 .628 
Brunk 1992 Jeff Young 24 23 0 .511 
1m Jeff Young 25 17 Q ,..5..22 
2 years Young Totals 49 40 0 .551 
1994 Jennifer Vansickle 14 23 0 .378 8 16 
1995 Jennifer Vansickle 18 33 0 .353 11 15 
1996 Jennifer Vansickle 17 38 0 .309 12 14 
1997 Jennifer Vansickle 20 35 1 .364 11 19 
1998 J ennif er Vansickle 15 33 0 .313 7 11 
1999 J ennifer Vansickle 27 18 0 .600 16 5 
2000 Jennifer Vansickle 20 35 0 .364 10 13 
Wells Z ¥~!U~S ~gnSi!;kle Totals 131 ill 1 ....3.8Q Z5 23 





















Dana Fohl looks to point the way 
to t he Eagles ' success in 2001. 
Morehead State University 
This is the year head coach to give us stability and leadership. Micele steps in to the position as an 
Jennifer Vansickle has been endless worker. We have to have her throw some ~uality innings. She 
waiting for. will not blow by anyone , but will give us something.' 
She knows this could be the Behind the plate, the Eagles will have a bevy of options, but Vansickle 
year. With seven seniors and expects to primarily go with two freshmen, Jenn Graham and Vanessa 
all eight starting position Higgins. Graham is tough , hard nosed and competitive. She has a strong 
players and two of the team's arm and a solid bat , pfus plenty of high-level experience as a catcher 
three pitchers back, no squad Higgins is athletic and hard working with outstanding physical tools . 
in the Ohio Valley Conference Another who could step into the rotation as a backstop 1s returning 
has as formidable of a lineup starter, Heather Hoying. A converted catcher, Hoying came alive behind 
returning wit h the combination the plate last year. playing every inning of the final 15 games of the 
of experience and talent as do year due to injuries to the other backstops. However, knee surgery in 
the Eagles. the fall has limited her availability. But, the team's reigning Comeback 
Add to that, the newcomers Player of the Year. will do anythin.9 or play anywhere to help the team. 
who will add tremendous depth , In a pinch. Sturm could also step into the lineup as a catcher. 
and Morehead State is "We are going to be young at catcher this year," admitted Vansickle. 
P.repared to live up to its motto , "Because of Heather's injury and Micele switching to pitcher, the burden 
'Championships are won by is going to be on our freshmen. Jenn is an outstanding offensive player 
what I do now' . ana has a great arm. Plus, she has a wealth of catching experience and 
The members of the 2001 she knows the position well. We just need her to take charge and be a 
squad have earned a total of leader. Vanessa is an intell igent lefty, who just lacks experience. She 
nine all-conference honors in has a good arm and good feet and has the ability to take charge.'' 
the past three years. Three of The Eagles ' infield is their strongest and most experienced spot 
the athletes respons ible for both offensively and defensively. Anchoring the group is a trio of 
those acco lades are seniors , seniors, including Nola Queen at first base. Jonti Robinson at shortstop 
including first baseman Nola and Amy Wilkinson at third base. All three have hadJroductive careers 
Queen, right fielder Dana Fohl and bring competitiveness and savvy to the lineup. Ad to that sophomore 
and shortstop Jonti Robinson. second baseman Nikki Brock, a speedy, gutsy player, who VanSickle 
Queen is looking to become the expects to have a breakthrough year. and the infield has a total of nine 
first MSU softball player to years of combined exper ience as starters. All four have potent bats 
earn four AII-OVC honors, while and are exceptional defensive players. 
Fohl was a first-team selection Several sure-handed infield reserves also will add to the team 's 
in 1999 and a second-team depth , including a quartet of newcomers . sophomore Alison Queen 
choice in 2000, and Robinson (Nola's sister) and freshman Sara Hacker, both of whom could play at a notched second-team honors in 1999 and honorable mention kudos in either first or third base and are talented contact hitters who likely will 
~ 2000. Both Queen and Fohl are frontrunners for OVC Player of the see a lot of time either in a pinch-hitting or designated-player role. 
,t Year honors. Two freshmen, Brenna Read and Alicia Stevens, will primarily see time 
o "We have more depth this year than any team in school history," said as pinch runners. while seeing most of their t ime in the f ield at second 
'1) eighth-year head coach Vansickle. "We are more talented and base. Both are hard workers . who are very coachable and always give 
11 experienced than ever, and are as talented and experienced as anyone all -out effort on every play. en in the conference. If our bench can make significant contributions, we "We are most experienced in the infield," noted VanSickle. "We J3 can play and beat anyone in the OVC. Pitching will be our biggest have everybody back and hungry for making this year count. Plus, we 
question, and that is primarily because of injuries." have great bats, both as contact and power-hitters. However, in order 
- Injur ies may be a bi.9 hurdle to the team accomplishing its goals. for us t o be successful, they a ll have to hit well , since they will primarily 8 Several players missed time in the fall season and carry nagging inJuries occupy the three, four and five spots in the batting lineup. Defensively, 
N into the spring. they also are e9ually solid. We know we can count on these players day 
Joining Queen, Fohl and Robinson among the team's senior class are in and day out.' 
Molly Surratt , Amy Wilkinson. Heather Hoying and Heather Hughes. The outfield also has a corps of returning experience, led by Dana 
All four started last year and again figure to be significant contributors Fohl , a two-year starter who has topped the team in batting average in 
in 2001. each of those seasons. She has the ability and the confidence to take 
"We have a talented. accomplished group of seniors . who will be her game to the next level and should return to her spot in right field and 
keys to our success this season," Vansickle noted. "Four have been all- as the leadoff batter. 
conference performers and several have started for three r,ears. We Joining Fohl are several players, who give VanSickle more options 
wi ll rely on their leadership and abilities to give us success.' at the three positions than on any of her previous teams. Among those 
Besides the seniors. the Eagles return four other letterwinners. Vansickle will look to are junior Stephanie Swanger, who will switch 
However, VanSickle is most excited about the team· s nine newcomers back t o left field where she was a starter as a fresnman. after spending 
which will bolster the group who were already here. Only six players did last season as the team's cent er fielder. Shannon Nord will likely take 
not return from the 2000 squad, but the team's newcomers give the over in center field and the duo gives MSU a speedy outfield with the 
Eagles far more than what they lost. Among the leaders expected from ability to cover tremendous area. Heather Hughes, who started the second 
that group are freshmen ShaMOn Nord and JeM Graham. while two half of last season in left will platoon with Swanger this spring. giving 
other scholarship players are back and ready to play after redshirting Vansickle a speedster on the bench to use in a pinch-running situation. 
last season--Micele Sturm and Alison Queen. Another returnee who gives the team both a solid bat and 100 percent 
"Our newcomers should make an impact," Vansickle remarked. "They effort on every play is Junior Amy Fox. who will spot Fohl in right f ield. 
give us depth where we lacked it last year, plus they have special skills Brenna Read also may see some time in a reserve outfield role. 
which will benefit us when we need it to win a game or replace an "Depth will be a major asset to us in the outfield this year," stated 
injury.'' Vansickle. "Because we have so many options, we can rotate our players 
The biggest question mark for the Eagles entering the season is in based on different situations and needs. As a group, they are quick and 
their pitching, where only two proven hurlers will make the rotation. can hit , and will work hard to push their teammates.'' 
Sophomore Pam Crawford had an outstanding freshman campaign, both VanSickle has put together a schedule indicative of the team' s 
in the circle and at the plat e, where she was honored on the AII-OVC abilities. for the first t ime in the program's history, the Eagles will 
Second Team as a utility player. Crawford broke the school s t rikeout travel to California. There, they will play some top-flight national 
record. before getting surpassed by former Eagle Nikki Scott. Molly competition at the Capital Classic at Sacramento State. Vansickle 
S urratt, a 1999 Second Team AII-OVC select ion, will need to return t o hopes the Spring Break trip prepares the team for the OVC season. 
the form that earned her that honor. Both are great defensive players. "The California t ournament will be a big challenge," admitted 
who are competitive and determined. VanSickle. "We need t o play and win games before we go to gain 
The t hird member of the rotat ion is expected to be redshirt freshman confidence going in. Overall , we have a balance of tough competitive 
Micele Sturm. with freshman Jami Seaman to see some spot duty. Sturm t eams and teams we can beat , but we have to win the games we should. 
came to MSU as a catcher, but was limit ed to only 10 games last season. If we perform well early, we should do well throughout the season and 
She pitched for her high school team and worked out during the fall in be a force in the league." 
the circle. If she is healthy, she has the ability t o contribut e both in t he "The keys to a successful season will be pitching and early-season 
field and at thi: plate. S_eaman, wh~ comes to MS_U with impressiv_e high success," VanSickle noted. "Our seniors will be key _to our production. 
school credentials, has improved since the opening day of practice. We need to generate runs. and hopefully our depth will allow us t o pinch 
"Molly and Pam need to stay healthy and play well," noted VanSickle. hit and pincn run, to help us there. If we can avoid injuries and play to 
"Pam is coming off an injury in the fall and both she and Molly will have our potential, we should be among the top teams in the OVC." 
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North Canton, Ohio 
Marlington H.S. 
At Morehead State : Ent ers the year expected to return to her starting right field 
position ... One of the OVC's top offensive players, who could challenge for Player of the Year 
honors, if she remains healthy ... Fohl was named as a second-team ATI-OVC selection in 2000 
playing 33 games in right field, 19 games in left field and one game in center field ... Enters final 
campaign second in career doubles (35) at MSU, needing just four more t o t ie for the school 
record ... An outstanding lead-off hitter, Fohl led t he team in batting avera_ge (.320) and doubles 
~
14) in 2000 for the second consecutive year ... Also finished first in runs (30), hits (57) at bats t-c•~ ~ 
178--second-most in school hist ory) and total bases (74), and second in slugging percentage ffj~t:.~....:.:::....~-,-~:-r·:71 
.416), on base percentage (.346) and RBI (16) ... Started every game she playea (53) last spring, •.i 
while striking out a team-low 12 times in 178 at bats ... Led team in conference games with a .375 
hitting percentage, 15 runs, 30 hits , 38 total bases, a .475 slugging percentage and a .405 
hitting percentage ... Also in OVC tilts , she tied for team-high honors wi t h eight doubles and a . . 
perfect 1.000 fielding percentage, while placing third in RBI with nine ... Went 2-for-7 in the ============= 
2000 ovc Tournament ... Set a school record with a 14-game hitting streak from 3/ 25/00 to 4/ Fohl's Fast Facts 
12/ 00 and then followed with a 10-game hitting streak from 4/15/D0 to 4/26/00 for 23 hits in 
25 games ... Finished the season wifh hits in 29 of t he final 33 games of 2000 and a six-game Full Name: Dana Erin Fohl 
hitt ing streak ... Had nine doubles in the last 18 games last spring ... Finished among the top five Birth Date: May 26 , 1979 
of the OVC in batting average (fourth at .320), runs scored per game (third at 0 .57) and 
doubles per game (first at 0.26) .. . Had an MSU-best 14 multiple-hit games, along with five Major: Hist ory/Government 
mult iple-RBI outings as a junior ... Posted squad single-game season highs in at bats, runs, doubles Parents: Chip III & Lois Fohl 
and stolen bases .. .Went 3-for-5 against Marshall (3/9/00) and Eastern Illinois ( 4/ 16/00) ... Had bl (26) a seventh-inning, two-out, run scoring double to send the game into extra innings in the final Si ings: Tina 
regular-season contest of the year in a must-win game on the road against Austin Peay State Career Goals: To attend law 
(517 /00) to keep alive the Eagles hopes fo r a berth to the OVC Tournament ... Finished t hat s chool. 
APSU outing 3-for-4 with t wo RBI and two stolen bases, while completing the three-game 
series sweep at 6-for-11...Named MSU's Offensive MVP in 2000 and 1999 ... Earned first-team Why I Chose MSU: The 
all-conference honors in 1999 as MSU 's r ight fielder, after leading the t eam in batting average atmosphere 
and finishing 14th in the league ... Second in the OVC in doubles per game (0.30) with the seventh- What I Uke Best About 
best total (13) in MSU history ... Started 41 games and was eighth in the conference in home runs u.r,1 •: The c loseness of the 
per game (0.07) ... Tops on the team in batting average, douoles, hits and at bats , and second in m.;iv 
runs and home runs .... Hit .404 in conference play, adding a .544 slugging percentage and s ix softball t eam, and the Ge ogra-
doubles, while striking out only four times ... Had 10 multi-hit games last season, including going phy, Governme nt and History 
4-for-5 against Middfe Tennessee State ( 4/24/99) ... Notchea a season-best three RBI versus 
UT-Martin (3/ 15/99), followed a day later going 3-for-4 with two runs against Fordham (3/16/ Department 
99) ... Went 2-for-4 with a home run in the first-round of the OVC Tournament against Eastern Softball Superstition: I ne ve r 
Kent ucky (5/1/99) ... Started all 42 games she played in her f irst season with t he Blue and Gold, ste p on the chalk lines 
primar ily in left field ... Second on tne team in 1998 ... Best game as a freshman was a 3-for-4 , 
RBI performance against Wisconsin-Green Bay (3/18/98) ... Had two RBI in back-to-back games I Collect: Pictures of my 
against West Virginia Tech (3/28/98) and Marshall (3 /31/98) ... Only committed two errors as nephew Cody 
a freshman .. .Named a first-team Academic All-Distr ict IV choice in 2000 ... First Eagle softball Favorit~ Athlete: Omar 
player to ever earn t he OVC Scholar-Athlet e Award ... OVC Medal of Honor recipient in "2000 ... OVC 
Commissioner's Honor Roll all t hree years at MSU ... Dean's List honoree in six semesters ... Prior Vizque l 
to MSU: Hit .450 for her career at Marlington High School. . .Named second-team all-conference Favorite Food: French Fries 
in 1996 and honorable ment ion all-conference the following year ... Hit .472 in helping MHS win Favorite Musi'cian: Paul 
the stat e title in her junior campaign ... Earned t he Coaches' Award in 1996 ... Co-capfain of the 
Marlington softball squad in her senior year ... A scholar-athlete from 1994-97 ... Came from a McCartney 
successful summer team, the Ohio Madd~s, who participated in the AS A National Tournament F •t T V Show Wh • 
II f f h h Th dd k d h 15 d · h GYOrl e . . : o s a our o er years on t e team... e a ogs were ran e among t e top squa s in t e 
nation for four straight summers ... Selected to the "A ll -National Team" with the Maddogs. Line Is It? 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 1-R RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1998 42 42 128 9 28 8 0 0 10 36 .281 4 l 15 .246 1 2 1-2 26 3 2 .935 .219 
1999 43 41 138 21 45 13 1 3 16 69 .500 5 0 15 .347 l 2 4-4 52 2 5 .915 .326 
2000 53 ~ 178 30 57 14 Q l ].Q 74 .416 .1 1 12 .346 Q l 4-4 ~ .5. .1 .938 .320 














At Morehead State : Sot out the 2000 fall season with on ACL injury. but returns healthy 
this spring and likely to see the most of her time at catcher and as a reserve at shortstop and 
first bose ... Hos ployed four defensive positions during her career--catcher, first base, second 
base and shortstop--and also served as a designated player and a pinch hitter ... A reserve 
infielder in her first two years at MSU. the versatile Hoying learned a new position last fall 
and became an instant contributor sharing the team's catching duties improving throughout the 
season ... Stepped into a s tarting role at catcher when freshman Micele Sturm was forced to 
redshirt the season in mid-March ... Eventually, Hoying played in 41 games and became the Eagles ' 
-a primary catcher. starting 36 games, including the final 15 due to a season-ending injury to the 
-;! squad 's other backstop, Moria Lanzi ... She also started one game apiece at both first and second 
] base ... For her contributions. she earned the team 's Most Improved Player Award ... Defensively, 
11 
Hoying made only 10 errors in 153 chances at catcher (for a .935 fielding percentage), while 
gi throwing out 11 runners on 42 steal attempts ... Mode only four errors behind the plate during 
W the conference season, boasting a .942 fielding percentage ... Allowed only four passed balls in g 15 OVC games, while throwing out six of 10 runners attempting to steal. .. Offensively, she had 
N her best game of 2000 with a 2-for-3 , one-run outing in the second game of the doubleheader 
with Northern Kentucky (3/2/ 00) ... Did not bat in her last 13 appearances of the 2000 season, 
but ended the campaign on a two-game streak ... As a sophomore. she hit .308 in conference 
games, the third-best mark on the team ... Struck out only once in 16 games in 1999 ... Earned her 
lone start of the season against Tennessee State ( 4/ 2/ 99) ... Best game of that campaign came 
at Eastern Kentucky ( 4/ 21/99), whe re she went 2-for-3 with an RBI and a run scored as the 
designated ployer ... Through her first two seasons in the Blue and Gold, she only made one error 
in her career ... Walk-on who played 25 games and started 12 in her first season with the 
Eagles ... Primarily saw action as a backup first baseman ... Went 1-for-1 with a single in her 
collegiate debut agains t Wright State (2/28/98) ... Stole the only base of her career against 
Eastern Ill inois (4/ 20/98) ... Finishe d the year with a perfect fielding percentage in 65 
chances ... Outstanding student who has earned OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll accolades all 
three years and MSU Dean 's List honors in all seven semesters ... Pr ior to MSU: A talented 
mult i-sport athlete at Northmont High School, Hoying was a standout on the softball, swimming 
and volleyball teams ... Helped NHS to softball district runner-up finishes in 1996 and 1997, t he 
latter with current Eagle Amy Fox ... Captained her volleyball team ... Qualified for the district 
swimming meet in high school. .. Member of the National Honor Society ... Earned the Student 
Athlete Award ... Volunteered with Reach Out and Bolt Buddies (a Big Sister, Little Sist er 
program). 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 1-R RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH 
1998 25 12 43 1 5 0 0 0 1 5 .116 0 0 5 .114 1 2 
1999 16 1 18 3 4 0 0 0 4 4 .222 1 0 l .263 0 1 
2000 41 36 49 .1 z Q Q Q Q z .143 .1 Q 11 .208 Q l 
Totals 82 49 110 8 16 0 0 0 5 16 .146 5 0 17 .175 1 4 
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Hoying's Fast Facts 
Full Name: Heather Marie 
Hoying 
Birth Date: May 26, 1979 
Major: Elementary Educa-
tion/ Special Education 
Parents: Gary & Kim Hoying 
Siblings: Mathew (19) 
Career Goals: To become an 
elementary school teacher 
Why I Chose MSU: The 
location and at mosphere 
What I Like Best About 
MSAJ: My teammates 
Softball Superstition: I 
never st ep on t he chalk lines 
What Annoys Me: The 
parking at MSU 
One Thing I Could Not Live 
Without: My Family 
Hobbies: Swimming, volleyball 
Favorite Food: Mexican 
Favorite Movie: "Armaged-
don" 
Favorite T .V. Show: "The 
SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1-1 58 7 0 1.000 .116 
0-0 15 1 1 .941 .222 
0-0 122 30 13 .921 .143 
1-1 195 38 14 .943 .146 









At Morehead State: Expected to split time in left field this year with junior Stephanie 
Swanger ... Hughes earned team's Heart and Hustle Award last spring ... Noted for her defensive 
play, characterized by her dedication and determination both in games and in practice ... Started 
35 games in 2000, all but one in left field, her first season as a regular starter ... Started 
the final 21 games of the 2000 campaign ... Began and finished the season as the team's 
starting left fielder, but also served as a pinch hitter and designated player ... Was 2-for-3 
versus Stephen F. Aust in (3/14/00) ... Her best series came against Tennessee State, when 
she went 1-for-4 with a run and two RBI in game one (4/ 21/00), 1-for-2 with a run in game 
two (4/21/00) and 2-for- 3 with two runs in game three (4/22/00) .. .Notched a career-best 
six-game hitting streak, one of the top marks on the team ( 4/ 15/00 to 4/25/00) .. . Hit .250 in 
conference games, the fifth-best mark on t he team among the regulars ... In 1999, she saw 
most of her action in left field, making 13 starts, including six in conference play ... One of 
nine Eagles to register an on base percentage above .300 ... Tallied the best game of her career 
with a 3-for-4 outing against Tennessee State (4/2/99) ... Went 2-for-3 with an RBI and a 
run scored in the season-opener against Northern Kentucky (3/2/99) ... Walked twice in game 
against rival East ern Kentucky (3/28/99) and picked up a season-high two sacrifice hits in 
her next outing versus Wright State (3/31/99) ... Missed several games in early April 1999 
due t o eye and elbow injuries ... Most successful season as a base stealer came in 1999, when 
she collected steals against Northern Kentucky (3/2/99), Tennessee State ( 4/ 25/ 99) and 
Eastern Kentucky (5/1/99) ... Walk-on who started 20 games in her first year, primarily in the 
outfield .. .First career start came versus Wright State (2/28/98) in the Eagles' second game 
of the season ... Collected three firsts (hit, double and RBI) in a 6-0 victory over Brown (3/21/ 
98) ... Had a hit and scored a run against Tennessee State (4/10/98) ... Served as a team 
representative to the Student Athlete Advisory Committee as a two-year chairwoman of 
social events ... Earned OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll accolades in each of her first three 
years at MSU ... Named to the Morehead State Dean's List during the Fall of 1997, the Spring 
of 1999 and the Fall of 1999 ... Prior to MSU: As a four-year softball st arter at Northeastern 
High School, Hughes was honorable mention all-conference her final two seasons ... Hit .315 as 
a senior and .360 as a junior .. .NHS qualified for districts during her freshman campaign ... Played 
basket ball four years in high school. .. Team captain her senior year for basketball and 
softball. .. MVP of her indoor soccer squad ... Member of the National Honor Society, Inklinations, 
SADD, Make A Wish and Spanish Club during high school. .. Performed volunteer service with 
Habit at For Humanity, Miles for Missions and the Eagle Lake Restoration ... Her sister, Stacy, 
played basketball at Coastal Carolina. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
-a 
Hughes' Fast Facts ;£ 
Full Name: Heather Michelle ~ 
Hughes u 
Birth Date: December 1, 1978 8' w Major: Recreation/Social Work _ 
arents: Char les & Diana 8 
H~hes N 
iblings: Melissa {33), Stacy 
(31), Nathan (26) 
areer Goals: To work for a 
cruise line and t ravel around 
t he world 
hy I Chose MSU: It gave 
me the best academic financial 
aid package 
hat I Like Best About 
MSU: My teammat es and all of 
the friends I have met here 
Lc.n+'th1111 SUperstitions: Always 
put my left foot in box first 
collect: Angel pins 
ne Thing I Could Not Live 
ithout: Make-up 
Favorite Food: Chocolate ice 
cream 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 2B 3B 1-R RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1998 29 20 42 l 3 l 0 0 l 4 .095 4 0 10 .152 0 l 0-1 20 0 4 .833 .071 
1999 17 13 31 7 6 0 0 0 l 6 .194 5 0 5 .306 0 3 3-3 12 0 l .923 .194 
2000 45 35 94 §. 14 Q Q Q J 14 .149 ~ z 24 .208 Q Q 2-4 22 J 1 .862 .149 
Totals 91 68 167 16 23 l 0 0 5 24 .144 14 2 39 .202 0 lO 5-8 54 3 9 .864 .138 
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At Morehead State: Expected to return to her starting role at first base, which she has 
held down for three straight years ... One of the league's top offensive players, who could 
challenge for Plaxer of they'ear honors if she remains healthy this season ... Queen is the only 
player in MSU softball history to be named AII-OVC three times (f irst team in 1998 and 1999, 
and second team in 2000) ... One of three Eagles to have started every game last season (55), 
primarily at first base ... Has played and started in every game in her M5U career (148) .. .Last 
season, she became the first player in MSU history to collect 30 or more RBI in back-to-back 
seasons ... Became the school's career home run leader (14) after hitt ing a t eam-best four last 
season ... Broke that record against IUPUI (3/17 /00) ... Also appears near the career leaders in 
u · .. 
doubles (30), total bases (211), RBI (85), strikeouts (70), slugging percentage (.492), on base 
percentage (.348) and fielding percentage (.978) ... Ranked among the OVC leaders batting average 
(14th), RBI per game (1st at 0.60), home runs per game (6th at .073) in 2000 ... More than doubled 
- the next closest Eagle in RBI last season with 33 ... Also paced the squad with a .430 slugging ::============~ 
o J)ercentage and a .349 on base percentage, while tying for high honors in walks with 13 in 2000... Q • f st f cfs ;£ Second on the team in batting average (.285), runs (18), hits (45) and total bases (68) ... Topped U880 S O 0 
the team with 15 RBI in conference games .. .Notched 11 multi!)le-hit and a squad-best seven F II N -•· N I El ·n Q n 
~ multiple-RBI games as ajunior .. .Named the squad's Defensive MVP for the 2000 campaign ... Began u a...... 0 a °' e uee 
11 the 2000 season with a 3-for-3, two-run, two-RBI game-one performance against Northern Birth Date: December29, 1978 
"a\ Kentucky (3/ 21/ 00) ... Followed in the second game going 2-for-4 with three RBL.Also had three Major: Elementary Education/ J3 RBI in games against Eastern Illinois (4/15700) and Tennessee State (4/21/00) ... Collected a Math 
season-nigh 15 putouts in the second game against Marshall (3/ 9/ 00) and in the OVC Tournament -8 versus Tennessee Tech (5/11/00) ... Capped off her sophomore season by becoming the f irst Parents: Ira & Sharon Queen Eagle to earn back-to-back first-team all-conference honors ... Had a monster year at the plate, Siblings: Alison (19) 
N nofching eight home runs and 35 RBI, both marks which ranked her atop the OVC in per game ~ I 
averages .. . Also led the team in at bat s (138) and runs (23), and was second in batting average Career l:7UG s : To r eceive my 
(.297), doubles (10) and triples (two ) ... Finished ranked among the OVC leaders in doubles (tying bachelor' s degree 
for seventh with Amy Wi lkinson at 0 .22 per game), but also appeared during the league leaders Why I Chose MSU: The 
during the season in batting average, runs scored and triples ... Had 12 mult_!Ple-hit and11 multiple- location and the softball team 
RBI (including four three-RBI) games as a sophomore ... Led the 1999 Eagles with 15 RBI , 10 
runs and three home runs in OVC games ... Began the campaign with a t eam season-best eight - What I Like Best About MSJ: 
game hitting streak ... Went 2-for-3 with two doubles in the season opener fainst Nortnern Being a part of the softball t eam 
Kentucky (372/ 99) ... Had her best game of the season versus Tennessee State 4/ 25/ 99) with a 
2-for-4 , tnree-RBI performance ... Chosen squad's 1998 Offensive Player o the Year aft er Biggest Athletic Inspiration: 
leading MSU in batt ing average, hits , RBI, doubles, home runs, slugging percenta.9.e and on base My parents 
percentage ... Ranked among the league leaders in batt ing avera_g_e (19th at .323) and doubles Favorite Athletic Highlight: 
(fifth at 0 .23) ... One of two Eagles to start all 93 contest s in 1998 and 1999 ... Had three t wo-
RBI games and 10 double-hit out ings as a freshman ... Had hitt ing streaks of e ight (3/7 /98 to 3/ Hitting the first home run of 
18/913) and seven (4/5/98 to 4/11/98) games in her debut season ... Wenf 3-for-3 against my college career 
Wisconsin-Green Bay (3/18/98) ... Hit her first career home run against Northern Kentucky (3/ F • Movi " L f 
7 /98) in her sixth collegiate outing ... Finished that contest at 2-for-4 with two runs and two avor,te e : A eague 0 
RBI ... In OVC t ilts, Queen led t he t eam in batting average (.360), hits (18), total bases (23), Their Own" 
slugging percentage (.460) and on base percentage (.400) ... Solid defensive player who has only Favorite Musician: Dixie Chicks 
made 28 career errors ... Joined on the 2000 squad by her younger sister, Al1son .. .Named to the 
OVC Commissioner 's Honor Roll in 2000, and also earned a spot on the MSU Dean' s List in the One Thing About Me Most 
Fall of 2000 ... Prior to MSU: As a prep at Cabell-Midland, Queen led her t eam to state titles People Don't Know: I was 
in 1995 and 1997 ... Elected fi rst-team all-state in 1997 ... Was a second-team all-state selection named after my grandfather, 
in vo lleyball and was on the state champion squad in 1995 ... Member of the Diamond Dust ers 
summer team which won the West Virginia state title and competed in 1996 & 1997 ASA Nolan Queen 
National Tournaments ... Voted Most Athletic Girl and Soft ball Pia er of the Year at CMHS. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 2B 3B 1-R RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO 
1998 48 48 133 15 43 11 2 2 17 64 .481 9 2 19 .367 3 1 0-2 380 
1999 45 45 138 23 41 10 2 8 35 79 .572 10 0 23 .338 3 1 2-2 359 
2000 55 55 158 18 45 .2 l § ~ 68 .430 13 ~ 28 .349 l 2 2-2 434 
Totals 148 148 429 56 129 30 5 14 85 211 .492 32 5 70 .348 7 4 4-6 1173 
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17 11 .973 .323 
15 9 .977 .297 
19 li .983 .285 
51 28 .978 .301 









At Morehead State: Robinson has held down the shortstop posit ion for t hree years, start ing 
all 98 contests in the last two campaigns, and all but five in her career in the Blue ana 
Gold ... Hit in the cleanup spot in the batting order a team-high 38 times in 2000 ... Earned AII-
OVC Honorable Mention accolades as a junior, after claiming AII-OVC Second Team honors as 
a sophomore ... Act ive career school leader in walks with 33 to place seventh all-time at 
MSU ... Enters season eighth all -time in school history in career doubles with 27, and tied for 
13t h all-t ime in career nits with 105 ... Joins Nola Queen as the only Eagles to have started all 
55 games last s{ring ... Tied for the lead on t he squad in t riples (2), and finished second on the 
team in at bats 160) and doubles (11) in 2000 ... Hit .333 in conference games, leading the squad 
with eight doub es; sitting second in hits wit h 23, to tal bases with 34 and slugging percentage 
at .493; while tying for third in RBI with nine last spring ... Had seven multi-hit games, including 
three, three-game outings, which tied for team-high honors ... Had a six-game hitting streak i-::===========:::! 
from 3/17 / 00 to 2/ 26/ 0D .. .Tied for 10th in the OV-C in both doubles (0.20) and triples (0.04) .. 
per game ... Best game of t he 2000 campaign came wit h a 3-for-4 , two-RBI , t wo-run performance Robinson's Fast Facts _g 
in game t hree of the series against Tennessee St at e (4/22) ... Had t wo additional three-hit .t 
games, including a 3-for-4 performance in the second game of the season-opener against Northern Full Name J onti Lynece ~ 
Kentucky (3 / 2100) and anot her 3-for-4 performance in the second game versus Tennessee- Robinson 
11 Martin (3/ 25/ 00) ... Hit her lone home run against Austin Peay State (5/ 6/ 00), f inishing that 
contest 1-for-2 with two RBI and two runs scored ... Plated a season-high three runs 1n the Birth Date: April 21, 1979 wgi 
second game versus Ohio State (4/ 4/00) ... Earned second-team all-conference honors after Major: Criminology/ Recr eation 
starting all 45 games at shortstop as a sophomore ... Led team in walks wit h 14 and on base p J h & B 
percent age (.365), and was third among the regulars in batting average, slug9ing percentage, arents: 0 n ernetta 
hits and ext ra base hits in 1999 ... Hit a s9uad-best .418 in OVC contests, adaing team highs in Robinson 
hits (23), runs (10), slugging percentage (.600), on base percentage (.484) and walks (seven) in Siblings: Courtney (17) 
1999 ... Had eight multi-hit games in 1999 ... Had a five-game hitting s t reak from 4/ 18/ 99 to 4/ Cerar Goal: To work for the FBI 
24/ 99 ... Came on strong in t he second half of that season, when she hit .460 over the final 12 
games ... Named OVC Player of t he Week in the final week of the 1999 regular season, aft er Why I Chose MSA.J: The campus 
going 13-for-23 for a .619 batting average in six road wins (4/ 21/99 to 4/25/99) ... Her t wo What I Like Best About 
best games of that year came against Eastern Kentucky (4/21/99), where she went 3-for-3, MSJ Th 
scoring three runs, and Tennessee State (4/25/99), where she went 4-for-4 ... Overall, was 6- : e trees 
for-7 with three runs and a double, triple and an RBI on her birthday versus Eastern Kentucky Softball Superstitions: 
(4/ 21/99) ... Successfully stole a base on her only attempt of the year in game one versus Eastern Visualize before every at bat 
Kentucky ( 4/ 21/ 99) ... Hit her first career home run against Tennessee State ( 4/ 25/ 99) .. . Starter Favorite Athletic Highlight: 
at shortstop her freshman year at MSU ... That season, she was third on the team in batt ing 
average, and second in RBI and doubles ... Hit .340 in OVC games as a freshman, which was secona Hitting t he game-winning run 
on t he t eam, while leading t he squad with six RBI...Also ranked second on t he Eagles in hits (16), that sent my t eam t o the nation-
slugging percentage (.447) and on base percentage (.392) ... Put togethe r a team season-high als in Minnesota. 
nine-game hitting streak at t he end of the year ( 4118/ 98 to 4/ 27 / 98), while also posting five-
and s ix-game hitting streaks earlier that season .. . Hit .342 over the final 13 games of the Biggest Athletic Inspiration: 
season ... Collected her first collegiate hit against Wisconsin-Green Bay (3/1/98) ... Had her best Ken Griffey, Jr. 
out ing of t he year with a season-high two doubles and t hree RBI in a contest against Nort hern I Coll K G 'ff J 
Kentucky (3/7 /98) .. . Hit .462 (6-for-13) agains t Middle Tennessee St at e as a freshman .. . Had ect: en r , ey, r ., 
five multi-hit games in her debut season ... Prior to MSU: Played soft ball two years at Skyline j erseys 
High School and two years at Tracy High School, where she graduated ... Chosen team MVP at Person I Admire Most: My mom 
THS and first -team all-city all four years ... Three-time all-conference selection ... Earned several Favorite Musician: 2Pac 
awards from the Oakland Tribune and Tracy Press ... Member of the San Jose I ce , ASA Gold 
Summer Team in 1997, and California Diamond Dusters, ASA Summer Team in 1996 ... Diamond Favorite Food: Pizza 
Dust ers com eted in t he ASA National Tournament.. .Honor roll student in hi h school. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 ~ RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1998 44 43 125 8 32 7 1 0 13 41 .328 8 1 15 .306 0 2 3-7 49 102 19 .888 .256 
1999 45 45 110 14 31 9 1 1 8 45 .409 14 1 23 .365 l 0 l-1 74 105 16 .918 .282 
2000 55 55 160 li 42 11 .£ l 13 60 .375 11 .£ 29 .318 Q Q 3-4 70 133 22. .902 .262 
Totals 144 143 395 37 105 27 4 2 34 146 .370 33 4 67 .326 l 2 7-12 193 340 57 .903 .266 
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At Morehead State: Should return t o the rotation in the No. 2 slot in her f inal campaign ... 
Finished as the No. 3 pitcher in the lineup, notching a 3-7 record, with a 3.54 ERA in 65.1 
innings last season ... One of the top pitchers in school history, Surratt appears among the top 
f ive on the MSU career list in 14 of 18 cat egories ... Tied for second on the career saves list at 
MSU with two and t ied for fifth on the career shutouts list with six ... Sits second all-t ime 
among Eagle hurlers in fewest runs allowed (141), fewest walks allowed (74) and fewest hit 
batsmen (6) ... Appears third on the MSU career list in fewest earned runs allowed (90) and 
appearances (67) ... Fourth in winning percentage (.500), fewest wild pit ches (18), fewest hits 
allowed (314) and lowest opponent batting average (.281) all- time at Morehead State ... Sits 
fifth on the MSU career list in lowest ERA (2.25), most innings eitched (280.1) and fewest 
extra bases allowed (69) ... Owns a career 10-13 record against OVC opponents ... Captured wins 
.. 
over Marshall (3/ 9/ 00), Quinnipiac (3/ 16/ 00), Towson (3/ 17 / 00) as a junior ... Threw a team-
- season high nine innings, allowing just one earned run, in collecting the win over Marshall (3/9/ ~===========:! 
o 00) ... Struck out a season-high four batters three t imes, including against Manhattan (3/13/ Surratt's Fast Facts i 00), Towson (3/ 17 / 00) and Tennessee State (4/ 22/ 00) ... Earned a save in the second game of the 
season in a 6-1 victory over Norther n Kentucky (3/ 2/ 00) .. .Notched a shutout in a complete- Full Nam• · Molly Lou Surratt 
~ game, three-hit , 1-0 victory, over Quinnipiac (3/16/00) ... Surrendered one earned run and three ~ · 
u nits in a complete-game win over Towson (3/17 /00) ... Threw five strong innings against Southeast Birth Date: July 9, 1979 °' Missouri State (4729/ 00), yielding one earned run. four hits and two walks, while striking out Major: Communicat ion/Public 
~ two, but did not receive a decision .. .Notched the second-most single-season wins in the program's Relations 
history after finishing the 1999 campaign with a 12-3 mark-- the best winning percentage in the -
8 
OVC...Posted the league's best regular-season ERA (1.29) ... Won seven straight decisions from Parents: Doug & J anet Surrat t 
3/31/99 to 4/ 13/ 99 .. .Notched the second-most single-season shutouts in school history with Siblings: Kassandra (19), 
N four in 1999, against Dayton (3/ 12/ 99), Eastern Kentucky ( 4/ 13/ 99 and 4/ 21/99) and Eastern Jacob (12) 
Illinois (4/ 18/99) ... Was 8-1 in league regular-season contests with a 1.34 ERA en route to 
second-team AII-OVC honors in 1999 ... led the Eagle pitching staff in ERA, shutouts and Career Goals: To become a 
strikeouts ... Gave up three hits and an earned run, while striking out four in a compete-game win public relations coordinator 
over Tennessee-Martin (4/11/99) ... Followed by surrendering four hits in gaining a complete- Why I Chose MSU: I liked 
game shutout win over Eastern Kentucky ( 4/ 13/ 99) ... Struck out a career-high eight batters 
against Tennessee State (4/ 2/ 99) ... Only gave up one home run in 127.1 innings of work during the campus and I wanted to 
tne 1999 season ... Had her best game at the plate with a 3-for-3 performance, including a bases- play Div ision I softball 
clearing three-RBI triple against Tennessee-Martin on 4/ 11/99 ... As a freshman, was second on 
the team in ERA, trailing only by .07 ... Averaged 3.27 strikeouts per game, eighth in the lea~ue What I Like Best About 
that season ... Showed great control as a freshman, setting school records for fewest walks (12) MSU: The friendl iness of t he 
and hit batsmen (0) in 87.2 innings of work ... Ranked eightn in the OVC in ERA in 1998 ... Notched I 
a 2.48 ERA, a team-best 16 strikeouts and only four walks in 36.2 innings of work in 1998 pp! orsop en I Would Most Li"k• To 
conference games ... Started her first career game against Brown (3/21/98) and earned her ~ ~ 
first win in a shut-out. complete-game victory ... Also was the winning pitcher against Tennessee Meet: J ulia Robert s 
Tech (5/ 4/ 98) in the OVC Tournament .. .Named to the MSU Dean's List in four semesters and One Thing I Could Not Uve 
the OVC Commissioner 's Honor Roll in each of t he past three years ... Prior to MSU: At 
Rushville High School. Sur ratt was all-conference and all -area four st raight years ... Was the Without: My family 
area's Pitcher of the Year her final two campaigns ... Chosen team MVP as a junior and senior ... Also Favorite Food: Pumpkin pie 
earned academic all-conference accolades ... Competed in the ASA Nationals three straight Favorite T. V. Show: " ER" 
years, with her team winning the regional championships and finishing 16th nationally in 1996. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 1-R RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1998 26 10 21 0 4 0 0 0 l 4 .190 0 0 5 .190 0 l 0-0 2 27 5 .853 .190 
1999 22 15 24 0 5 0 l 0 3 7 .292 0 0 6 .208 0 2 1-1 7 40 2 .959 .208 
2000 .5. z. Q Q Q 0 Q 0 0 0 .000 0 Q Z. .000 Q l 0-0 z. 17 0 1.000 .000 
Totals 53 27 51 0 9 0 l 0 4 11 .216 0 0 13 .164 0 4 1-1 11 84 7 .931 .177 
YEAR W-L PCT AP GS CG SH St/ IP H R ER BB so 28 38 1-R AB OBA WP HB BK SAC ERA 
1998 3-8 .273 26 9 4 l l 87.2 107 51 27 12 41 20 0 3 357 .300 3 0 l 21 2.16 
1999 12-3 .800 22 15 14 4 0 127.l 134 45 30 31 50 20 4 l 507 .264 8 3 0 21 1.65 
2000 3-7 .300 19 9 4 l l 65.l 73 45 n 11 26 16 1 l 253 .289 7 J Q 21 3.54 
Totals 18-18 .500 67 33 22 6 2 280.l 314 141 90 74 117 56 8 5 lll7 .281 18 6 l 63 2.25 
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At Morehead State: A staple of the Eagles ' infield at the hot corner , Wilkinson has started 
every game (100) in the last two seasons, and is expected to return there again this spring ... Fifth-
year student at MSU, who did not play softball in her f irst year at school. .. One-t ime walk-on, 
who earned a scholarship as a junior ... Ever-improving player, whose field ing percentage and RBI 
have risen in each of the last three years ... Showed her power last season with three home runs, 
second-most on the team ... Had a six-game hitt ing streak from 4/ 15/00 to 4/25/00, the longest 
of her career ... Finished the regular-season ranked among the league-leaders in home runs per 
game (0.06) ... Tied the school record by hitting two home runs in the second game with Eastern 
I llinois (4/ 15/00) ... Also tallied a team season-high eight total bases in that contest ... Notched 
a game-ending grand slam against Eastern Kentucky (4/25/00) ... Tied for third on the squad in 
RBI (14) and walks (11) in 2000 ... Team leader last year in home runs in OVC games (three), while '"-==::=:::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;:~ 
sitting second in RBI (11) and t ied for second in at bats (69) ... Hit a career -best .232 in r lki ci 
conference games in 2000 ... Against Wright State (3/29/ 00), she went 3-for-4 with a double Wi ·nson's Fast Facts f 
and a run scored ... Versus Eastern Ill inois (4/15/00), she was 2-for-3, with two RBI and two Full Name: Amy Tate '+-
runs scored ... Against Eastern Kentucky (4/25/00), she finished 2-for-4, with four RBI and two Wilkinson ~ 
runs scored ... Walked a season-high two times versus Tennessee State ( 4/21/00) ... Scored nine • 
runs over six games between 4/15/00 and 4/ 25/00 ... Had a two-RBI in game one against Austin Birth [)ate: December 18, 1977 w8' 
Peay State (5/ 6/00) and then a two-hit outing in the second contest that day, finishing the two Major: Secondary Education 
games at 3-for-5 with three RBI and a run scored .. .Notched a season-high eight assists versus (Mat h)/Health 
Rider (3/ 12/00) ... One of the biggest surprises of the 1999 campaign, who improved her batting Parents: Dick & Retha 
average 100 points over the previous year ... One of four Eagles to start all 45 games last 
season ... Began 1999 with a solid showing at the plate and also finished strong, batting a team- Wilkinson 
high .429 during the OVC Tournament ... Placed e ighth in the league with 0 .22 doubles per Siblings: Tommy (19) 
game ... Second on the Eagles with six sacrifices, tied for second in doubles (10), tied for third Career Goals : To become a 
in hits (31), and fourth in RBI (12) and walks (10) .. .Notched the second-most doubles on the team math teacher and coach soft-
in OVC games (seven) and third-most RBI (eight) ... Had seven multiple-hit games, including three ball and basketball 
in a row from 3/31/99 to 4/2/99 ... Tacked up multiple doubles in three contests ... Began the 
year 3-for-5 , scoring two runs, in a doubleheader with Northern Kentucky (3/2/ 99) ... Finished a Why I Chose MSU: Its 
doubleheader sweep over Tennessee State by going 5-for-6 with four doubles, three RBI and proximity to home and its size 
scoring a run ... Owns the school record for most doubles in a game with three in a 9-1 victory What I Like Best About 
over Austin Peay, finishing the contest 3-for-3 with t hree RBI.. .Was 2-for-2 in stolen bases MSU: The friends I have made 
versus Tennessee-Martin (4/11/99) ... Started off the team's 1999 Spring Break trip in Orlando, Person I Would Most Uke To 
Fla., by going 5-for-10 with three runs and two RBI versus Rider (3/15), Tennessee-Martin (3/ Meet: Brad Pitt 
15) and Fordham (3/16) ... Started 12 games in 1998 as a walk-on, although only played six OVC 
contests, starting two ... Had a season-best two hits, including a double, against Eastern Illinois What Annoys Me: Slow-
( 4/20/98) ... Collected her first collegiate hit in her fourth games, versus Northern Kentucky moving vehicles 
(3/7 /98) ... Earned a spot on t he OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll last year and has been named to If I Could Take A Trip 
the MSU Dean's list in the past three semesters ... Pr ior to MSU: At Georgetown High School, Anywhere, I Would Go To: 
Wilkinson garnered all-conference honors her freshman through her senior years ... Recorded Hawaii 
the highest batting average in a season (.545) and career (.441) at GHS ... The Lady G-Men made 
it to the regional finals in her freshman season ... Also played volleyball and basketball at Favorite Musician: Lauryn Hill 
Georgetown ... Named all -conference as a sophomore in volleyball ... Played on a traveling slow- Favorite Movie: "Pret ty in Pink" 
pitch soft ball t eam for five years ... Cousin Matt Ma lot t played golf for MSU. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 2B 3B ~ RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1998 21 12 37 0 6 l 0 0 0 7 .189 3 0 10 .225 0 0 0-0 8 20 7 .800 .162 
1999 45 45 118 10 31 10 0 0 12 41 .347 10 0 20 .320 0 6 4-4 23 87 16 .873 .263 
2000 ~ ~ 150 J1 31 z Q J 14 42 .280 ll l 35 .265 Q Q 0-0 51 137 17 .917 .207 






Fox's Fast Facts 
Full Name: Amy Nicole 
Fox 
Birth l)crhi: October 
18, 1979 
Major: Secondary 
Education (Social St udies) 
Parents: Richard & 
Jeri Lynn Fox 
Siblings: Anna (2) 
Career Goal: To teach 
high school social studies 







At Morehead State: Fox returns as a reserve 
outfielder her junior season ... Served primarily as a pinch 
runner last spring ... She earned her first hit of the year 
in a pinch-hit appearance in game one against Austin 
Peay State (5/6/00) ... Finished the 2000 campaign l-for-
2, scoring one run in OVC contests ... Stole the only base 
of her career versus Ohio State (4/4/00) ... Made a 
strong impact at the plate. although only playing 12 games 
and starting four as a freshman ... Missed 25 games, including the entire OVC campaign. her freshman year 
because of an illness ... Returned for the 1999 OVC Tournament, but not play ... Saw spot duty in left field, 
but was used primarily as a pinch hitter ... Hit .286, the third-best overall mark on the team in 1999 ... Posted 
a slugging percentage (.357) and on base percentage (.333) also above the .300 mark in 1999 ... Had a pinch-
hit double in her first at bat in the Blue and Gold against Northern Kentucky (3/ 2/99) ... Best outing came 
at the Rebel Spring Games, where she went 2- for-3 against Wisconsin-Green Bay (3/16/99) in a 4-3 
eight- inning win ... Outstanding student who received the OVC Medal of Honor as a freshman for posting 
a perfect 4.0 GPA, t he highest of all league softball players that year ... Has been on the Dean 's List in 
each of her five semesters at Morehead State ... Recognized on the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll as 
both a freshman and a sophomore ... Walked-on t o the team in 1999 ... Prior to MSU: Selected first-team 
all-conference as a junior at Northmont High School, where she starred with current teammate Heather 
Hoying ... Also chosen t eam MVP her final campaign and Rookie of the Year as a junior ... NHS made the state 
finals last year and Fox collect ed the team's only hit ... Team was the district champion last season and 







GS AB R H 28 
CAREER STATISTICS 
38 HR RBI TB SLG BB HBP so 08 SF SH SB-A PO A E FLD BAVG 
4 14 l 4 l 0 0 l 5 .357 l 0 6 .333 0 0 0-0 7 l l .889 .286 
4 l .!! 2000 
8' Totals 
W;;;;;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;;.;;=========~===;;;;;;;;;;================;;, 
.2 2 l 0 0 Q Q l Jll l 0 l .200 0 0 l -l 0 0 l.000 .lll 
8 3 5 1 0 6 0 7 .280 0 0 TT 8 1 1 .900 
-8 
N 
23 0 l .26 l 2 .217 







At Morehead State: Swanger has been the team's 
stolen base leader the past two years and enters her 
junior campaign needing_ 15 to set a new MSU career 
mark ... Owns tne third- (cZ in 1999) and fourth-most (19 
in 2000) single-season stolen base totals in MSU hist ory 
... Career stol en base percentage of 95 P,ercent ... Started 
in left field as a freshman, cent er field as a sophomor e, 
but will return to the left field to share the starting 
role this spring ... Finished the 2000 season with 17 
consecutive successful stolen bases ... Second in the OVC 
in stolen bases per game (0.45) in 2000 and had t he best stolen base percentage among the league leaders ===-- at 95 P,ercent, whife also ranl<ing eighth in runs_per game (0.50) ... Was 11-for-11 in stolen bases in OVC 
SWOl'lQErS FastFocts games last spring ... Led the team in sacrifices (10), was second in runs scored (21) and tied for second in 
walks O1) ... Had f ive multi-hit games and four out ings in which she collected two st olen bases ... Missed 
Full Name: St ephanie several games last spring because of a torn hamstring ... Walked an MSU-record three times in game one 
M · s against Tennessee St ate ( 4/21/00L.Beqan the campaign with a 3-for-6, four-run effort in a doubleheader 
81.artrh,e ,..::'t°:(eNrovember against Northern Kentucky (3/2/00L.Tied for secona on the t eam in walks (11) and third in runs (20) in ..,.. ... 1999 ... Did not qualifY. for league stofen base leaders because she did not have enough at bats, but would 
17, 1979 have finished second in P,er game average (0.56) in 1999 ... Hit .333, scored two runs and was 4-for-4 in 
u .. 1 Ph · I Ed stolen bases in t he 1999 OVCTournament ... St ole 15 consecutive bases without being caught t o start the 
.. ...,,or: ysica uca- 1999 season ... Had four multiP,le-hit games in 1999 ... Missed a handful of games because of an illness as a 
tion/Health freshman ... Was 4-for-4 in stolen bases on the day in her first collegiat e outing against Northern Kentucky 
Parents: Alan & Diane (3/2/99) ... Best offensive outi119 was a 3-for-4 performance in the second game of the twinbill at Eastern 
Alvey, & Frankie Swanger Rentucky ( 4/ 13/99) ... Went 2-tor-3. with two runs scored and 3-for-3 in stolen bases against EKU in the 
Sl.bli'ngs•, Dust,·n {l5), opening~ame of the OVC Tour nament (5/1/99) ... Scored a season-high three runs versus Tennessee-Martin / 11/99L.Prior to MSU: Five-year volleyball and softball st andout at Conner High School 
Hilary (10), Cody (6) wheres e earned numerous honors in both sports ... All -region in 1996 and 1997, including the r egional MVP 
Care Goal T t h her final season in volleyball ... Owns CHS record for highest season bat ting average at .559 and stolen 
er : 0 eac bases with 53 ... Led Northern Kentucky in stolen bases in 1997 and 1998 ... First -team all-region and all-
health or P.E. re ion tour nament choice final two ears .. .Named to t he Kentuck Post and Kentuck En uirerall-stars. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 HR RBI TB SLG 88 HBP so 08 SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
1999 39 26 67 20 15 0 0 0 4 15 .224 ll l 12 .342 0 3 22-23 35 l 4 .900 .224 
2000 42 42 115 21 ~ Q 0 0 4 24 .209 ll 0 f1 .278 0 ~ 19-20 41 ¾ 6 .880 .209 Totals BT 68 182 41 0 0 0 8 39 -:-11"4 22 1 3 .284 0 l 41-43 n 10 .889 .214 
12 








At Morehead State: Brock should return to the 
starting spot at second base in her SoP,homore year ... 
Startea at second base in 53 of team's 55 games in 
2000, starting every game in which she playea ... Brock 
improved steadily tnroughout her freshman Y.ear, 
especially at the plate, where she had a hit in 13 of her 
last 17 games ... A key contributor to t he Eagles' late-
p H S season run, she batted .432 during that final stretch, OCa . . having raised her batting average 121 points over the 
final 15 games of the regular season ... T ied for team-
.__ ____________ ;;;;;l._.,. high honors in walks with 13, while sitting second in stolen bases with 10, but also tied a school record 
Brock's Fast Facts with 37 strikeouts on the season ... Tied for team lead in triples with two and tied for 10th in the ave in 
t riples per game at 0.04 .. .Ninth among OVC players in 2000 in total stolen bases with 10 ... Hit .321 in 
Full Name: Nicole conference games, sitting second in runs (12) and stolen bases (5-for-5), and third in hits (17) and walks 
Emerance Brock (6), while striking out a team-high 13 times ... Stole the team's only base in the 2000 OVC Tournament ... Her 
Bi-th !:)cm: January lO, 1981 seventh-inning cfouble and subsequent run in the final game of t he season-ending series with Austin PeaY. (5/7 /00) tied the score and put MSU in position to earn the team's berth to the OVC Tournament ... J oined 
Major: Exercise Science the NFCA's "Four-Hit Club' with a 4-for -4 outing against Eastern I llinois ( 4/ 16/00), the team's best 
Parents: James & individual mark of the season ... Had a six-game hitt ing streak from 4/26/00 to 5/3/00 .. .Notched a career-
Frances Brock best two RBI in the second game versus Wright State (3/29/00LWent 2-for-3 wit h three runs in the 
first game against Tennessee State (4/21/00) ... Named to the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll last year 
Siblings: Steve (35), and tne MS\J Dean's List in both semesters ... Prior to MSU: Hails from Poca High School, where she was 
Robert (33), St ephanie twice named honorable mention all-state ... Chosen all -conference and all-county from 1996-99 .. .Named the 
(31) M"k (29) J 1998 Putnam County Infielder of the Year ... PHS Team MVP in 1997 and Female Athlete of the Year in 
(17),, Na' tehan (15·) ason 1999 ... Earned the Scholar-Athlete of the Year Award in 1999 ... Also played volleybal~ soccer and basketball at PHS ... Honorable mention all-state selection in both soccer and basketball ... c:arned all-conference 
Career Goal: Working honors in volleyball and basketball, and all-county accolades in basketball ... Led her soccer team in goals 
with autist ic children with 15 as a junior ... Played for the Dusters of the American Softball Association (ASA), which won the 
West Virginia state title and advanced to the Gold Nationals ... Ranked eighth in her graduating class. 
YEAR GP GS 
2000 -5.d -5.d 
Totals 53 53 
CAREER STATISTICS 
AB R H 28 38 1-R RBI TB SLG 
122 17 27 z 2 0 5 33 .270 




Newell, W. Va. 
Oak Glen H.S. 
BB HBP SO OB SF SH SB-A 
13 l 37 .301 Q 8 10-12 
13 l 37 .301 0 8 10-12 
Crawford 
PO A E FLO BAVG 
ill 99 18 .929 .221 
135 99 f8 .929 .221 
- At State: Li e1y to return to t e sta as 
the team 's No. 1 pitcher. and also a regular in the lineup 
as a designated player ... Named second team AII-OVC 
as a utili_ry player fast season ... Crawford moved into 
the No. 1 pitcher's role late last season and led the 
team in wins appearances, starts, complete games and 
innings pitchecf ... Sat third in batting average, hits, 
slugging percentage, on base percenta_qe and tied for 
thira in walks, ana was fourtfi in doubres on the team 
last spring ... Finished out the season playing with a left 
hip abductor strain ... Made only one error all season,!, none during t he OVC campaign ... Had seven multi-hit ~=========---. games ... Had a nine-game hitting streak from 4/1::J/00 to 4/29/00, second-longest on team ... Ranked 
Crawford's Fast Fads among the league leaders in barting average (15th). wins (ninth) and ERA (14tfi'LCollected two one-
hitters down tne stretch run (8-0 win over tastern Kentucky on 4/25/00 and 10-0 win over Austin PeaY. 
Full Name: Pamela Sue State in_game one on 5/6/00) .. . Threw a shutout in her first career start versus Northern Kentucky (31/ 
Crawford 2/00) .. .5econd all-time in single-season strikeouts (76), posting a career single-game high seven against 




Tennessee State on 4/21/00 ... Went 2-for-4 with two r uns and four RBI against Tennessee State in 
_..'" uu111:. game one on 4/21/00 ... Co-winner of team's Newcomer of the Year ... Prior to 'MSU: Named by Fastpitch 
Major: Exercise World as an All-American in 1997 ... Member of the North America Select Team at the Indoor World Cup in Lyon. 
S · /At hl t· T · · France in 1999 ... Named bot h the Gatorade and Review Player of the Year for West Virginia ... A 3-time first-
c,ence e ic raining team a(l-state choice, she has been selected to both the all-area and all-conference teams 1997-99 ... As a senior. 
Parents: John & Carla she helped lead Oak Glen High School into third place at the state tournament ... OGHS was state champs in 
Crawford 1998 ... An all-state tournamenr honoree in 1999 ... Her 1999 team was crowned the sectional and regional cham_ps, 
Siblings: Kathy (30), while the 1998 squad captured the conference, sectional and regional titles ... A four-sport letterwinner at Oak 
(26) J (24) Glen, her basketoall squad won t he state title in 1999 and she was honored on the afl-tournament team ... Also Tracy , aime earned volleyball all-state t ournament honors by helpi"!9 the 1997 OGHS team to the state title ... Has extensive 
Ccree,, Goal: To win OVC ASA experience ... Two-year member of the National Honor Society. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
YEAR GP GS AB R H 28 38 HR RBI TB SLG BB HBP so OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
2000 45 44 120 13 34 7 l 0 11 43 .358 11 0 29 .344 0 3 0-1 2. 79 l .989 .283 Totals 45 44 120 TI 34 7 T 0 TT 43 358 TT 0 29 .344 0 3 0-1 9 79 1 ~ ffi 
YEAR W-L PCT AP GS CG SH SI/ IP H R ER BB so 28 3B 1-R AB OBA WP HB BK SAC ERA 












At Morehead State: Sat out last season due to 
Proposition 48 and returns this season as a 
sophomore ... Could regain her fourth year of eligibility 
if she graduates in four years ... Outstanding contact 
hitter, who can play either first or third base ... May be 
used as a designat ed hitter ... Younger sister of first Cabell-Midland H.S. 
Queen's Fast Fads 
Full Nome: Alison Kris 
Queen 




Parents: Ira & Sharon 
Queen 
Siblings: Nola (21) 
Career Goals: To 
receive a college degree 
0 
and accomplish my goals 
.tl in softball 
.t Why I Chose MSU: 
S The softball program and 
u t he fact that my sister tB attends school here 
-8 
N 
baseman Nola Queen, making them the first sister 
combination in MSU fostpitch softball history ... Prior to MSU: Honorable mention all-state product out 
of Cabell-Midland High School in 1999 ... An al l-state tournament choice in both the 1998 and 1999 state 
tournaments ... Member of the 1997 and 1999 state softball champions and the 1998 runners up ... Participated 
in the state North-South all -star contest and was the game MVP ... Honorable mention all-conference 
selection as a senior ... Hit .323 at CMHS ... Also starred on the volleyball and basketball teams in high 
school. .. Named CMHS' Most Athletic Female ... Her 1998 volleybal l squad was state runner-up ... Played 
ASA ball for the West Virginia Dusters, which were the 1998 state champs ... Hit .421 for the Dusters ... Also 
participated on the West Virginia Storm ... A National Honor Society student and a Who 's Who Among 






At Morehead State: Played in 10 games, starting 
twice as a freshman, before redshirting the season due 
t o health problems ... Is expected to share some pitching 
duties due to a shorthanded staff, but could also see 
time as a catcher , third baseman or designated 
hitter ... Recruited to MSU because of her batting .. .Played 
Sturm's Fast Fads 
Full Name: Micele 
Anne Sturm 
Birth Dote: February 
19, 1981 
Major: Secondary 
Educat ion/ Coaching 
Parents: Paul & Kim 
Sturm 
Stblings: Adam (16) 
Career Goal: To earn a 
master's degree 
YEAR GP GS AB 
2000 10 2 10 




in 10 games, starting twice ... Earned a walk against Kentucky (3/8/00) and Marist (3/12/00) ... Used primari ly 
last season as a pinch hitter, although started at catcher versus Kentucky (3/8/00) and Wisconsin-Green 
Bay (3/13/00) ... Played her last game of the year on Mar. 17 against IUPUI...Earned OVC Commissioner's 
Honor Roll accolades last year ... Named to the MSU Dean's List twice ... Prior to MSU: At Lakeview High 
School , Sturm helped lead her team into t he state tournament and a league title last spr ing ... Lakeview 
also won three district championships in the last four years, after capturing its first conference title 
in 21 years ... A pitcher for her high school, Sturm has caught the past three years for her club team, the 
Maddogs ... As a pitcher, Sturm earned honorable mention all-county honors for three years and still led 
the county in RBI in 1997 ... Honor rol l student who was named to the National Honor Society. An 
academic letterman and a Who 's Who Among American High School Students. 
CAREER STATISTICS 
R H 28 38 ~ RBI TB SLG BB HBP SO OB SF SH SB-A PO A E FLO BAVG 
Q 0 Q 0 Q Q Q .000 2 Q 4 .167 Q 0 0-0 6 l l .875 .000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 2 0 4 .167 0 0 0-0 6 1 1 .875 .000 







Aurora, Ontario, Canada 
Aurora H.S. 
At Morehead State: One of team's top recruits for 
2001...Brings a big bat, who is expected to contribut e 
both power and contact hitting ... Should step r ight into 
a spot as a starting catcher ... Solid all-around game, 
who has outstanding defensive abilities with a strong 
arm ... Noted for her competitiveness and gritty style 
of play ... Earned MSU Dean's List honors in the fall ... 
---------- Prior to MSU: Canadian high schools do not sponsor soft bal l, so Graham gained ext ensive travel-bal l 
Graham's Fast Facts experience playing for several summer t eams ... Last summer, Graham played for the Whitby Eagles, which 
Full Nome: Jennifer won several tournaments ... In 1999, her team, Erin Mils Elites advanced t o the national eliminat ion 
Nicole Graham t ournament, where the squad finished third ... Individually, she hit .440 ... She hit .411 in 1998 with 21 RBI 




and a .984 fielding percent age ... In 1997, she earned t he Debbie Reece Award for being the PWSA All-
Major: Exercise Around Athlete of the Year ... That season, she hit .422, and added 34 RBI, 27 stolen bases and a .984 
Science/ Athletic Training fielding percentage ... In her first season with the Aurora Diggers, she earned Ontario MVP honors, while 
Parents: Don & Debbie her team, finished third in the provincial t ournament and fourth in the Eastern Canadian tournament ... During 
Graham the 1996 campaign, she compiled some of her best numbers with a .431 batting average, 37 RBI, four home 
Siblings: Lindsay (17) runs, nine doubles and 41 st olen bases, while walking 23 t imes ... In 1994, the Diggers finished second in the 
Career Goals: Athletic provincial tournament...Co-captain of her Aurora High School team, which played in a recreation league ... A 
or personal trainer or 
work in cardiac rehab standout volleyball player for Aurora, earning t eam MVP honors from 1998-2000 and the 1999 Co-Ed 
Why I Chose MSU: Varsit y MVP award ... The Eagles were the four-time runners-up in the regionals ... Inducted into the AHS "'6 
My maj or has everything Hall of Fame last year ... A three-time Honor Roll st udent at Aurora, who earned the school's most prestigious i 
t hat I want in a program honor, the Alpha Award for all -around excellence, as well as the Staff Advisors' Award ... A member of the ~ 
What I Li~ Best About Ontario Secondary School Students' Association ... Active in community affairs, volunteering at the Toronto 11 






At Morehead State: Outstanding hitter who is 
walking-on t o the Eagles this season ... Likely t o 
contribute as a pinch hitter or as a position player at 
first or third base ... Expected to contribute right 
away ... Has two brothers who played baseball for MSU, 
Scott (1993-97) and Joey (1995-98) ... Prior to MSU: 
Florence, Ky. 
Boone County H.S. 
Hacker's Fast Facts 
Full Name: Sara 
Kennedy Hacker 
Birth Date: February 
22, 1982 
Major: Business Marketing 
Parents: Steve & Mary 
Hacker 
Siblings: Tim (31), 
Scott (26), Joey(24) 
Career Goals: To earn 
a degree in business 
mar keting 
Why I Chose MSU: 
Beautiful campus, small 
classes and a great 
t raining room 
Was the 2000 Female Athlete of the Year and the Most 
Athletic student at Boone County High School. .. A six-year varsity letterwinner, starting all six seasons 
at BCHS, Hacker earned both regional and district all-tournament honors for her sophomore, j unior and 
senior years ... Also named as a Kentucky Post All-Star and played in the 2000 Kentucky all-star game ... The 
past two seasons, she was named first-team All-Northern Kentucky and was the runner-up to the Player 
of the Year in 2000 ... She also earned Second-Team All -Northern Kentucky honors in 1998 ... Led the t eam 
in batting average in both 1999 and 2000, hitting .546 as a senior ... As a j unior , she hit .430 with 31 
RBI...Team captain the past two seasons ... BCHS were regional champions in 1995, and district titlest in 
1999 and 2000 ... Also participated on the volleyball and basketball t eams ... Served as the volleyball t eam 
captain in 1997 and 1998, and earned the team MVP in 1997 ... Played summer league softball for the 
Northern Kentucky Cobras ... Earned the 2000 Bank of Kentucky Scholarship Award ... Honor Roll student 
t he last three years at BCHS ... Member of Who 's Who Among American High School S tudents ... Also 













..(J ~ At Morehead State: Versatile athlete who is walking-
~ 4 ~ on to the team this year ... Will compete for playing t ime 
~ 1: 
Higgins' Fast Fads 
Full Name: Vanessa 
Aidan Higgins 
Birth Date: Oct ober 
22. 1981 
Major: Government 
Parents: J im Higgins & 
Candi Haley 
Siblings: Codee (15), 
Elizabeth (15) 
Career Goals: Become 
a lawyer 
0 
Why I Chose MSU: 
.a The cost of tuition 
.t: What I Uke Best 
~ About MSU: My friends 






[ ~ at two positions, but most likely t o be a regular starter 
~ (,If 
by sharing the catching duties .. .Named to the MSU 
Dean's List wit h a 4.0 GPA in the fall semester ... Member 
of the Honors Program at MSU ... Prior to MSU: Won the Women's Sports Award and the Most Athletic 
Female honors at Bloomington South High School. .. Team MVP and captain of the Panthers both a senior 
and a junror ... Collected 37 RBI last season ... As a sophomore, Higgins was named all -conference ... Also 
earned letters in volleyball , basketball and t rack and field at BHS ... The Panthers were both volleyball and 
softball sectional champions in 1996 ... Played summer softball for t he Purple Haze, which placed sixth at 
t he United States Specialty Sports Association Nationals in 1997 ... Earned honorable ment ion academic 
all-state and academic all-conference accolades as a junior and a senior ... Also considered attending 






At Morehead State: One of team's top 2001 
recruits ... Speedy, heady player, who has a great glove, 
strong arm and outstanding range ... Expected to start 
in center field ... Both a contact and a slap hitter ... Left-
handed hitter , who is learning to hit from both sides of 
the plate ... Named to the MSU Dean's List during the 
Louisville, Ky. 
.Jeffersonville Pnd.) H.S. 
Nord's Fast Facts 
Full Name: Shannon 
Michele Nord 





Nord, Johnny & Connie 
Mi lle r 
Siblings: Terrence (23), 
Sara (18), Jasmine (12), 
Michael (10) 
Career Goals: To 
become an AII-OVC 
player and t o t ry out 
for t he WPSL 
16 
fa ll semester ... Prior to MSU: Nord was a standout 
for Jeffersonville High School in Jeffersonville, Ind ... The Red Devils won the conference title in each of 
t he last two years, while claiming sectional championship honors in 1997 ... As a senior, Nord hit .450, 
scored 25 runs , and collected 20 steals and 15 RBI...In her junior campaign, she hit .265 and added 10 RBI 
and a .976 fielding percentage ... Four-year varsity letterwinner who earned all-conference honors in 1998 
and 2000 .. Also a standout volleyball and basketball player .. .Named all-county as a senior and a junior in 
basketball. .. All-conference honorable mention selection in 2000 ... JHS finished in the state's top 10 in 
basketball all four years she was on the team ... The Red Devils also were sectional and regional champs in 
1998 ... An outstanding student, Nord was a four-year scholar-athlet e at Jeffersonvil le ... Member of the 
National Honors Societ y and was an I ndiana S t ate honors graduate ... Played summer softball for the 
I ndiana Heat Gold, which advanced to the nationals last year .. .Twin sister , Sara, plays basketball at 
Louisville. 







e ~- At Morehead State: A utility fielder , who will be 
:% ...._ 
~ ;::: counted on for her ab il ity to play a multitude of ~12~ positions , including second base, left and right 
i ¼ I field .. .Walking-on to t he t eam this year .. .Not ed for her Florence, Ky. 
Boone County H.S. ~- ~ abilities as a contact hitter ... Prior to MSU: A six-
Read's Fast Facts 
Fl.I t,,bne: Brem:iAmRe.ad 
Birth Date: January 
24, 1982 
MoJor: Undeclared 
Parents: Dan & Brenda 
Read 
Siblings: Danielle (24), 
Andy(21) 
year varsity member of the Boone County High School 
squad .. .Nort hern Kentucky All-Star team member and regional all-t ournament team honoree in 2000 ... Batt ed 
.429 and collected 29 RBI as a senior ... Read earned the Coaches' Award in both 1999 and 1998 ... Also 
received awards for the Rebels' Best Def ensive Player and Most RBI...Earned two letters each on t he 
volleyball and basket ball t eams ... Played two years in the Amat eur Softball Associat ion (ASA) for t he 
Kentucky Cobras as an outfielder and a second baseman ... Also considered attending Hanover College and 
Queens (N.C.) College. 
Jami Seaman 
Freshman P .:~ ~ 
5-5 R/L ~ ~ 
At Morehead State: Will serve as a r eserve pitcher 0 
this spring ... A walk-on t o the Eagles t his year ... Hard £ 
worker, who has been noted for her improvement dur ing ~ 
the fal l season ... Prior t o MSU: Chosen all-league as a 11 
senior for Peebles High School ... That same season, she Lfl 
Seaman's Fast Facts 




tary Educat ion 
Parents: Greg & J ulie 
Seaman 
Slltgs: Jodi (15), Arrl--ew(9) 
Peebles, Ohio ( ~ 
Peebles H.S. 
finished with 197 strikeouts and pitched a per fect game ..,. 
against North Adams ... I n her final season, she averaged 11.1 strikeouts per game and f inished with a 1.6 7 8 
N 
ERA ... A t hree-year basketball letterwinner at PHS ... The Lady Indians were state runners-up in 1998 ... Seaman 
received all-league honors and played in the C103 All -Star game ... Played on t he District 14 t eam as a 
senior .. . Outst anding student , who was a member of t he honor roll al l four years at Peebles ... Member of 
the National Honor Society and graduated in the top 10 of her class ... Won t he American Legion "Americanism" 
t est her junior year ... Chose Morehead Stat e over Muskingum, Ohio Nor thern, Rio Grande and Thomas 
More. 
Alicia Stevens 
Freshman IF At Morehead State : Very coachable at hlete, who 
5-7 R/R always gives 100 percent...A local walk-on, who attended 
MSU last year and is a sophomore academically, but a 
freshman athlet ically ... Likely to see most of her action 
as a reserve infielder , primarily at second base ... Prior 
to MSU: A four-year all-district choice at nearby 
Morehead, Ky. 
Rowan County H.S. 
Seaman's Fast Facts 
Full Name: Mary Alicia 
Stevens 
Birth Date: December 
5, 1980 
Major: Exercise Science 
Parents: Dale & 
Jeannine Stevens 
Siblings: Adam (23) 
Rowan County High School ... Earned all -region honors her final three years at RCHS .. .Named by her 
classmat es as Most At hletic as a senior at Rowan County ... As a j unior, Stevens was second in the state 
for RBI...The Lady Vikings won the dist rict t itle in both basketball and soft ball her freshman and 
sophomore campaigns ... Set the school 's basket ball t hree-point recor d as a junior .. . Also played volleyball 
and soccer at RCHS ... Earned t he volleyball team's Most Versatile award as a senior ... Select ed MSU over 
Ball St ate and Manchest er t o continue her academic and athlet ic car eers. 
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2000 Season In Review 
Morehead State entered 2000 with great optimism. The Eagles were 
coming off their best season in Ohio Valley Conference history and the 
third best in the program's fast-pitch era, and had talent, experience 
and an impressive crop of newcomers to make another title run. 
For the second straight year, the Eagles opened their campaign with 
a home victory over Northern Kentucky. However, unlike the previous 
season, MSU swept the doubleheader from the Norse. The 2-0 start was 
the first since 1997 and the first season sweep of NKU since that same 
year. Staying at home, the Eagles hosted their first in-season tourna-
ment, the MSU Mini-Tournament , which included Kent State, Dayton 
and MSU. However, serving as the host proved to be no benefit for the 
Eagles, as they dropped air four contests. 
After two loses at Kentucky, MSU returned to the winning side of 
the ledger b)' sweeping two games from Marshall, winning the first in 
the bottom of the sixth inning on an RBI double by j unior first baseman 
Nola Queen. Queen followea up in the second game with a solo home 
run in tfie sixth to send the contest into extra innings, where junior right 
fielder t>ana Fohl drove home the winning run in tne ninth, t o give the 
Eagles their first-ever series sweep over Marshall. 
The team's annual Spring Break trip took the squad to Orlando, Fla. , 
and the Rebel Spring Games for the s ixth consecutive year. The Eagles 
opened the s ix-day, 10-game tour with an eight-inning loss to Marist, 
marking the third straignt season MSU lost its first contest at the tour-
nament. MSU rebouncfed and defeated Rider, but then fell to Manhat-
tan , after being no-hit by the Jaspers. The loss sent t he Eagles into a 
tailspin, where they were shut out in their next two games by a total of 
25-0 in 10 total innings to Wisconsin-Green Bay in which MSU surren-
dered its most runs since 1996, and Fairfield. The Ea__gles then dropped 
their fourth consecutive contest falling to Stephen F. Austin. 
However, after absorbing a 1-5 record during their first three days 
of the trip , the Eagles came.back from their off day and rallied to claim 
four straight victories. MSU opened up play on March 16 with a 4-3 
victory over Maine and then added a 1-0 victory over Quinnipiac. On 
its final day in Florida, Coach Jennifer VanSickle's crew grabbed a 3-
1 victory over IUPUI, and a 2-1 defeat of Towson. In the IUPUI con-
- test. Queen's two-run, first -inning home run set a new school career 
""6 record with 12th. The Eagles' scored the winning run against Towson in -f? the bottom of the seventh, when, with one out, Fohl sing red up the middle 
'+- to score freshman second baseman Nikki Brock. The teams 5-5 Rebel 
~ Spring Games record was their best at the event. The tournament brought 
some bad news as the team lost a catcher (freshman Micele Sturm) for 
.!! the rest of the season due to an illness for the second straight year. 
0\ Once MSU returned home, the team hosted Akron in a doubleheader. ifl The score was deadlocked and scoreless after seven complete innings, 
before the Zips were able to plate the game's lone run in the eignth ... 
8 
inning. Akron found more offense in game two, and walked away with a 
7-1 victory, marking the first time since April 1999, that the Eagles had 
N been both swept in a doubleheader and a home doubleheader. 
The Eagles headed south to Tennessee-Martin to open the OVC sea-
son on the last weekend in March. MSU surrendered the loss in game 
one, the first time since 1997 that Morehead State lost its conference 
opener. The Eagles came back for game two and received a solid per-
formance from Junior shortstop Jonti Robinson and Queen to capture a 
5-1 victory. However, the next day, Tennessee-Martin won the rubber 
match of the first three-game OVC series in MSU history, 6-1, by break-
ing open a close game with a four-run fifth inning. 
The Eagles hit bitter cold on March 29 1n Dayton, Ohio, when the 
squad dropped a doubleheader at the hands of Wright State. Errors and 
late Raider runs proved costly for MSU. Back at home, Middle Tennes-
see State toppled MSU in all three games of its series. 
Traveling north again t o the Bucl<eye State, where the Eagles met 
Ohio State in a doubleheader in 40-degree weather, with hign winds1 
sleet and snow. OSU jumped out to a commanding lead in game one ana 
captured the victory. However, in game two VanSickle's club scored 
four runs in the first , two more in the third and closed out the game with 
four runs in the fifth by virtue of the slaughter rule. MSU snapped its 
seven-game losing streak behind a strong performance from senior des-
ignatea player Kelly Stewart who went 2-for-2 with four RBI , and 
freshman pitcher Pam Crawford, who earned the win in the circle, 
throwing a complete-game, five hitter, allowing only one earned run. 
MSV lost its only game of the season due to weather on April 8, a 
home conference game with Tennessee Tech, so, the two squads i:i.layed 
a doubleheader on the ninth. In the first meeting, the Golden Eagles 
scored a run in the tcp of the first and held on for a 1-0 victory. In the 
second contest , the Eagles had a 3-2 lead heading into the seventh, but 
surrendered four runs to blow their sixth lead in the last 12 outings. 
Three days later, MSU was back on the road in Richmond, Ky., for a 
doubleheader with OVC rival Eastern Kentucky. The Eagles again re-
ceived strong pitching efforts from freshman Nikki Scott and Crawford, 
but fell in tne end 3-1 and 5-0 . That weekend, MSU was in Charleston, 
Ill ., for a three-game series with Eastern Illinois. The Eagles lost the 
first game, 4 -3, after giving up two runs in the bottom of the seventh 
inning. The loss was the team's fifth straight and saw the end of Fohl's 
school-record 14-game hitting_ streak. Junio r third baseman A.my 
Wilkinson tied a scnool record of her own in the nightcap with home runs 
in the fourth and seventh, but it would not be enough as the Eagles 
dropped their sixth straight and third consecutive doubleheader. Jun-
ior Heather Hughes solidified her position as the starting left fielder, 
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where she would remain for the rest of 
the year. 
The biggest turning point came the 
next day with a win in the final game of 
the series. Fohl , Robinson and Stewart 
each collected multiple hits, but the team's 
real star was Brock, who went 4-for-4 , to 
help the Eagles to a season-high 15 hits , 
including at least one by eight of the nine 
starters and one in all seven innings. 
The Eagles continued t heir winning 
ways by tai<ing all three OVC contests at 
home with Tennessee State t o open up an 
11-game homestand. In the first game, 
MSV tacked up a season-high 18 runs , its 
highest total and largest margin of vic-
t ory (15) since April 29, 1992. The Eagles 
pounded out 12 hits with nine of the 10 --~~;._--..:.:.;:;:: 
batters to come to the plate collecting at 
least one. Crawford led the offensive Pam Crawfor d earned 
barrage with a 2-for -4, four-RBI perfor- AII-OVC honors for her 
mance and had a complete-game, three-
hit, seven-strikeout outing in the circle. effor ts at t he plate 
Scott allowed two hits and just one and in the circle. 
earned run in the second game, while strik- '-------------' 
ing out six to gain the win. The two teams duked it out in the third 
contest, but the Eagles' struck out 13, led by the efforts of Scott, who 
set a school recorcfwith nine in only 4 .2 innings. The offense also was 
clicking on all cylinders. notching eight consecut ive hits in the sixth 
innin.9. However, for the second consecutive year, sophomore catcher 
Maria Lanzi was lost for the season after suffering an injury in game 
three, which forced junior catcher, Heather Hoying, a relative novice 
to the position, to f inish out the campaign. 
The winning continued on the 25th as the Eagles redeemed them-
selves with an eight-run, six-inning shut out victory over EKU. Crawford 
was again dominant in the circle . pitching a one-hit complete game, 
while Wilkinson did most , of the damagek hitt i_ng a game-ending grand 
slam, to extend the team s winning strea at five games. 
MSU fought hard , but fell twice, at home to Kentucky. Individually, 
Fohl collected a hit in 21 out of her last 22 games, wnile Queen a lso 
became the first Eagle to notch back-to-back "30-RBI seasons. 
MSU entered the stretch run of the season needing to collect at least 
one win over Southeast Missouri State. and that is exactly what the 
Eagles did, taking the second contest of the three-game series, only the 
third in 30 meetings. The first two outings came on Senior Day, when 
the Eagles recognized Stewart and right fielder ShaMOn Bender . MSU's 
five-game OVC winning streak came to an end in the opener, while 
Fohl's second hitting streak of the season ended at eight contests. 
SEMO scored first in the second game, but MSU responded to tie it 
in the bottom of the second, and then added two more 1n the f ifth and 
then three in the sixth to claim a 6-1 win. Crawford got the job done 
again with a four-hit, complete-game performance in the circle, while 
posting two hits at the plate. Fonl , sophomore center fielder Stephanie 
Swanger and Robinson each added a pair of hits , as the team belted out 
11. Crawford also extended her hitting streak to nine games, the team's 
second-longest mark of the season. The 2-0 game-three loss meant 
MSU needed to sweep Austin Peay in its final OVC series. 
In its final non-conference outing of the season, the Eagles hosted 
Louisville for a first-ever doubleheader. In game one. Crawford set a 
new s ingle-season school strikeout record. However, MSU dropped 
both contests by 8-0 scores, fi nishing its homestand at 5-6. 
MSU got off on the right track in fhe opener of the three-game road 
series at APSU. Helped by a 10-run fourth inning, in which tney had 13 
consecutive batters on base and included home runs by Robinson and 
Stewart. the Eagles claimed a 10-0 vict ory. Crawford held the Lady 
Govs to one hit in a complete-game shutout. 
The second contest went right down to the wire. Scoreless entering 
the seventh inning, Queen was hit by a pitch to lead off the frame. A 
double by Wilkinson sent in the go-ahead run. Scott surpassed the 
record Crawford had set only a few days earlier with an eight-strikeout 
effort, the second-highest total in school history. 
Game three was just as dramatic. Trailing 3-2 with one out in the 
seventh. Brock doubled to left field. With two outs, and the season on 
the line, Fohl came up with the biggest hit of her career. doubling t o 
center field to score Brock and t ie the game. Scott came in to pitch the 
seventh and shut down the side. In tne eighth, after a Queen single, 
St ewart hit a t wo-out single t o left-center field for the game-winning 
RBI. Scott returned to tne circle in t he eighth and sent the side down 
swinging, as she struck out the last five batters to gain the crucial win. 
The victory ended MSU's regular season as one of the hottest teams in 
the league, boasting a 9-2 record in its final nine OVC contests and a 
12-1 mark when the team registered more than nine hits . 
Opening the OVC Tournament as the No. 6 seed, the Eagles faced 
off with No. 3 Southeast Missouri State. MSU jumped out to a 3-0 lead 
in the top of the thirdi only t o give away four runs in the bottom of the 
frame. That score he d up and sent MSU to the loser's bracket. The 
Eagles' woes continued against No. 4 seed Tennessee Tech, as the Golden 
Eagles blanked MSU to end its season. 
2001 Eagle Softball 














































PLAYER W - L 
Nikki Scott 8-15 
Pam Crawford 9-13 
2000 Final Softball Statistics 







53 -53 122 
42 -42 115 
55-55 150 































































































3B HR TB 
0 1 74 
1 4 68 
1 0 43 
2 1 60 
0 1 27 
2 0 33 
0 0 24 
0 3 42 
0 0 13 
0 0 14 
0 0 7 
0 0 8 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
O O O 
6 10 414 














SLG% BB HP 
.416 4 3 
.430 13 3 
.358 11 0 
.375 11 2 
.303 2 2 
.270 13 1 
.209 11 0 
.280 11 1 
.203 6 0 
.149 5 2 
.143 4 0 
.163 1 0 
.111 1 0 
.000 2 0 
.000 0 0 
.000 0 0 
.000 0 0 
000 O O 
.299 95 14 









































































35 4 83 
45 21 76 






21 253 Molly Surratt 3-7 
MSU Totals 20-35 





















111 28 185 







Steals/Caught by Catchers: MSU--92/ 23 (Hoying--42/12, Lanzi--24/ 11 , Sturm 3/ 0 ), OPP--46/ 8 
Grounded Into Double Play: MSU--2 (Queen, Robinson--!), OPP--6 
Double Plays: MSU--21 (Queen--15; Brock--10; Wil kinson--6; Robinson--4; Crawford--3; Lanzi, Hughes--2; Surratt, Fohl , 
Hoying, Ranson, Scott, Swanger, Bender--1), OPP--11 
MSU--1 (Wilkinson--1), OPP--0 Grand Slams: 
Intentional Walks: 
Catchers Interference: 




















































vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay& 
vs. Fairfield& 
vs. Stephen F. Aust in& 
vs. Maine& 




































at Wright State 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE"' 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE"' 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE"' 






at Ohio State W! 
~ 
7-1 










































































4 - 22 
4 - 25 















at Eastern Kentucky* 
at Eastern Kentucky* 
at Eastern Illinois* 
at Eastern Illinois* 







SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST ATE" 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST ATE" 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST ATE" 
LOUISVILLE 
LOUISVILLE 
at Austin Peay State* 
at Austin Peay State* 
at Austin Peay Stat e* 
vs. Southeast Missouri State% 
vs. Tennessee Tech% 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS 

























& Rebel Spring Gomes (Orlando, Flo.) 
* Ohio Valley Conference game 






















































Morehead State University™ 
The Ohio Valley Conference 
Entering its 53rd year, the Ohio Valley ship in 1994 and the OVC Tournament title 
Conference cont inues to build upon the sue- the following year, earning the league's ini-
cess which has made it the nation 's eighth- tial NCAA Pray-In opportunity. Last season, 
oldest NCAA Division I conference. MTSU won it s only OVC title in its final year 
The OVCs proud past dates back to 1948, as a member of the league, taking home both 
but seeds for the new league were actually the regular-season and tournament crowns. 
planted in 1941. I t was then that Roy Stewart, Over t he last 53 years, OVC t eams have 
the athlet ics director at Murray State, Charles garnered national championships and bowl 
(Turkey) H~hes, t he athletics director at East- games in foot ball, along with nat ional team or 
ern Kentucky, and Kelly Thompson, the public individual titles in the sports of rifle, cross 
relat ions director at Western Kentucky, f irst country, track and field, and golf. 
broached the idea of forming a new confer- The OVC has also produced several Olym-
ence. Discussions were put on hold by World pie ath letes, while some of t he greatest play-
War II, but reemerged Feb. 27-28, 1948 at ers in professional sports were educated at 
the Kentucky Hotel 1n Louisville as the three OVC institutions. The list includes former 
original instit utions combined with Morehead greats such as basketball's Clem Haskins 
Stat e, Louisville and Evansville t o form t he (Western Kentucky) and two-sport star Steve 
Ohio Valley Conference. Hamilton (Morehead State) t o present-day 
I n the 1950s, the OVC became a pioneer standouts like basketball players Carlos Rogers 
on a much more significant scale socially. Dur- (Tennessee Stat e), Popeye J ones (Murray 
ing times of racial segregation, league mem- State) and Bubba Wells (Aust in Peay State}, 
ber Morehead State became one of the first football players Tim Lester (Eastern Ken-
non-tradit ionally black mid-southern inst itu- tucky), Chris Watson (East ern I llinois) and 
tions t o accept a black student. In 1958, Brent Alexander (Tennessee State), baseball 
Marshall Banks earned athlet ically-related aid players Kirk Rueter (Murray State) and Willie 
at Morehead, which signed a second blackath- Blair (Morehead Stat e) and professional 
let e, Howard Murphy, a year later. (In 1961 , golfer J ef f Sluman (Tennessee Tech). 
Murphy earned football all-conference rec- The playing field isn't the only place where 
ognition at halfback). With racial barriers OVC athletes are working hard. The league 
broken, the rest of the institutions in the also recognizes excellence in the classroom. 
lea~ue began to provide educational and ath- The prestigious OVC Academic Achievement 
let1c opportunities Banner is awarded 
a t O ovc Office annual ly t o the 
~ African-Americans. 1--------------------1 league school 
,t In the la te 278 Franklin Rood, S uite 103 whose athletes 
~ 1970s, women's Brentwood, TN 37027 produce the high-
athletics began phone __ (615) 371_1698 est grade point .!! somewhat of a re- average when 
g, birth on the no- fox -- (615) 371-1788 compared to the 
w tional scene as the web address __ www.ovcsports.com general student 
_ NCAA began spon- body . Also, six 8 soring andmarket- Softball SID -- Kim Melcher Scholar-Athlet e 
N ing women's Melcher's e mail -- kmelc h.er@ovc.org Awards are pre-sport s . Recogniz- 1-,.. ________ __; _ __; ____ ..,,,___. sented year ly to 
ing the need to provide increased opportuni- male and female athlet es, while others are com-
t ies for female athletes, the OVC established mended for their academic success by being 
women's championships in the sports of bas- Medal of Honor rec ipients or named to the 
ketball , tennis and t rack in 19TT, with volley- Commissioner's Honor Roll. Additionally, the 
ball and cross count ry added over the next Steve Hamilton Sport smanship Award , in 
fourJears. Those sports were initially gov- honor of the former Morehead S t ate 
erne by the Association of Intercollegiat e student-athlet e , coach and athletics director, 
Athletics for Women, but the overall strength is presented annually t o a junior or senior 
of women's programs in t he league was dem- student -athlete wit h significant athletic con-
onstrated by Hie aut omatic bids the OVC in- tributions who best exemplifies the charac-
st antly received when the NCAA became the teristics of sportsmanship and citizenship. 
governing body in 1982. The OVC sponsors t he fo llowing sports : 
Team OVC 
Middle Tennessee St a t e 16-5 
Eastern Illinois 16-6 
Southeast Missouri State 17-7 
Tennessee Tech 14-7 
Eastern Kentucky 14-10 
MOREHEAD STATE 10- 13 
Tennessee-Martin 9-13 
Austin Peay State 2-18 
Tennessee St ate 2-21 











2000 Tournament Results 
- -
First Round 
(4) Tenn. Tech def. (5) Eastern Ky., 2-1 
(3) SE Missour i St . def. (6) MaS-EAD ST., 4-3 
Winners' Bracket 
(1) Middle Tenn. S t . def . (4) Tenn. Tech., 1-0 
(3) SE Missouri St. def. (2) Eastern Ill., 3-2 
Losers' Bracket 
(4) Tenn. Tech def. (6) MOREHEAD ST. , 5-0 
(5) East ern Ky. def. (2) Eastern Ill ., 3-2 
Losers' Bracket 
(4 ) Tenn. Tech def. (5) East ern Ky., 7 -3 
Winners' Bracket Semifinal 
1 
(!) Middle Tenn. St. def. (3) SE Missouri St ., 3-1 
Losers' Bracket Semifinal 
(3) SE Missouri St. def. (4) Tenn. Tech, 2-1 
Finals 
(1) Middle Tenn. St. def. (3) SE Missouri St ., 3-1 
NCAA Regional [ucson, Ariz.) 
(1) Arizona def . (6) Middle Tenn. St., 8 -0 
(5) Ill inois St. def. (6) Middle Tenn. St., 3-1 
2001 Preseason Poll 
(first place votes in parenthesis) 
Rk. School -- ---- - - Pdints l 
1. Southeast Missouri State (4) 43 1 
2. Tennessee Tech (2) 41 i 
3. Eastern Illinois (2) 39 Soft bal I was added as a conference sport baseball , basket ball , cross country, football , 
in 1994, and in the last seven years no team golf, tennis, and indoor and outdoor track and , 
has dominated league play like Southeast Mis- field for men, and basketball , cross country, 
souri . The Otahk1ans, under four-time OVC golf , soccer, softball, t ennis, indoor and out- . 
Coach of the Year Lana Richmond, have won door track and f ield, and volleyball for women. ' 
five regular-season t itles and five tournament The OVC also sponsors the combined men's 
crowns. Southeast played in three successive and women's sport of rifle. 
NCAA Play-In series from 1996-98 , but were Over the last few years, the league has 
unable to capture a spot in the NCAA Champi- grown, not only in the number of athletics op-
onships. After the NCAA expanded it s tour- portunities it 1s providing for st udents, but in 
nament bracket to 48 teams in 1999 and t e rms of the number of inst itutions in t he 
awarded t he OVC an automatic bid, the league. In the early 1990s, the league ex-
Otahkians capped off their fourth stra ight ponded by two members , adding Southeast 
t ourney title with a fi rst -ever berth to the no- Missouri St ate University and t he University 
t ional t ournament, where, as a No. 5 seed, they of Tennessee-Martin. The league grew to 10 
went 1-2 in regional play. The only ot her teams in 1996-97 wit h the addition of Eastern I lli-
t o win a league regular-season t itle or a con- nois University. Other current representatives 
ference tournament crown are Tennessee Tech include chart er members East ern Kentucky 
and former OVC member Middle Tennessee University, Morehead Stat e University and 
State. Murray State University, along with Aust in 
4. Eastern Kentucky 33 
5. MOREHEAD STATE 24 
6. Tennessee-Martin 18 
7. Tennessee State 16 
8. ~ustin Peay State 10 
Under the guidance of former Tech coach Peay State University, Tennessee State Uni-
Bobby Holloway, the Golden Eagles captured versity and Tennessee Technological Univer-







The Ohio Valley Conference 






















Southeast Missouri St ate 
Eastern Illinois 
Eastern I llinois 
Eastern Kentucky 
Pitcher 
Kristen Becker Eastern Illinois 





2000 ALL-OVC HONORS 
Player of the Year 
Kim Sarrazin -- Easter n Kentucky 
Pitcher of the Year 
Jennifer Martinez -- Middle Tennessee State 
Freshman of the Year 
Stephanie Dallmann -- Tennessee Tech 
Coach of the Year 












Jennifer Martinez Middle Tennessee State J ul ie Fonda 2B SR Eastern Illinois 
Brandy Henry Tennessee Tech Kim Sarrazin 
Jennifer Dippel Southeast Missouri State LReah JEones 
J 'f M . M'ddl T 5 enee nos enni er artinez I e ennessee t at e Shay Haskell 
Jenny Doehring Southeast Missouri State Jennifer Smith 
May 1 Kristen Becker Eastern Illinois Adrienne Noll 
May 8 Brandy Henry Tennessee Tech Stephanie Dallmann 
All-Tournament Team Louranda Sanders 
Jenny Doehring 
MVP--Jennifer Martinez p 
Brandy Henry p 
Tamara Davis IF 
Shay Haskell IF 
Bethany Herrington IF 
Melanie Manley C 
Holly Speiser IF 
Laura Brockman OF 
Courtney Eklund OF 
Kelsey White OF 
LeeAnne Mongar At- large 
Jenny Doehring At- large 
so Middle Tennessee St ate 
SR Tennessee Tech 
Middle Tennessee State 
SR Middle Tennessee St ate 
so Eastern Kentucky 
SR Middle Tennessee St ate 
so Tennessee Tech 
so Middle Tennessee St ate 
so Southeast Missouri State 
SR Southeast Missour i State 
FR Tennessee Tech 





Steffi Si lva 
Amy Herrington 








St ayc Preator 
C SR Eastern Kentucky 
3B 50 Eastern Illinois 
C JR Southeast Missouri State 
lB SR Middle Tennessee State 
C JR Tennessee Tech 
OF SR Eastern Illinois 
OF FR Tennessee Tech 
OF SR Austin Peay State 
UT FR Sout heast Missouri St ate 
UT SR Tennessee-Martin 
P SR Tennessee Tech a 
P SO Middle Tennessee State f 
Second Team ~ 
18 JR MOREHEAD STATE 11 
55 50 Middle Tennessee State 8' 
55 FR Eastern Kentucky w 
C SR Tennessee-Martin P4 
2B SR Middle Tennessee State 8 
OF JR MOREHEAD STATE N 
OF SR Tennessee State 
OF 50 Middle Tennessee Stat e 
UT FR MOREHEAD STATE 
UT FR Tennessee State 
P FR Eastern Illinois 
P FR Middle Tennessee St ate 
A school-record 













Jennif er Dippel 
Tracy fryer 
55 JR Tennessee-Martin 
JR SS MOREHEAD STATE 
2B 50 Southeast Missouri State 
OF JR Eastern Kentucky 
OF SR Eastern Kentucky 
P SR Southeast Missouri Stat e 
P JR Tennessee-Martin 
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Mo~head State University™ 
OVC & Home Opponents 
Austin Peay State East Tennessee State Eastern Illinois Eastern Kentucky 
Location: Clarksville, TN Location: Johnson City, TN Location: Charleston, IL Location: Richmond, KY 
Enrollment: 7,500 Enrollment: 11,929 Enrollment: 9,800 Enrollment: 15,000 
Nickname: Lady Govs Nickname: Buccaneers Nickname: Panthers Nickname: Colonels 
Colors: Red & White Colors: Navy Blue & Old Gold Colors: Blue & Gray Colors: Maroon & White 
Conference: Ohio Valley Conference: Southern Conference: Ohio Valley Conference: Ohio Valley 
Field: Lady Govs Field Field: Kiwanis Park Field: Williams Field Field: Hood Field 
Head Coach: Tara Csernecky Head Cooch: St ephanie DeFeo Head Coach: Lloydene Searle Head Coach: Jane Worthington 
Alma Mater: UNC Greensbor o Almn Mater: Louisiara-L.afayette '97 Alma Mater: Utah St at e ' 75 Alma Mater: Ut ah St ate '83 
'94 Record at School: First year Record at School : 79-86 Record at School: 196-231 
Record at School: 24-75 Years at School: First year Years at School: 3 Years at School: 8 
Years at School: 2 Career Record: Same Career Record: 588-456 Career Record: same 
Career Record: Same Office Phone: (423) 439-4279 Office Phone: (217) 581-2093 Office Phone: (606) 622-1246 
Office Phone: (931) 221-6190 Assistant Coaches: Kelli Assistant Coacn: 8ecky Norris Assistant Coaches: Amy 
Assistant Coach: Andrea Gore Fi_t zgerald, Traci Farrington 2000 Record: 27-36 Desmet 
2000 Record: 13-40 2000 Record: First year Letterwinners R/L: 10/4 2000 Record: 26-34 
Letterwinners R/L: 8/6 Letterwinners R/L: N/ A SID Contact: Pat Osterman Letterwinners R/L: 11/3 
SID Contact: Brad Kirtley SID Contact: Matthew Snellings Office Phone: (217) 581-6408 SID Contact: Am)' Ratliff 
Office Phone: (931) 221-7561 Office Phone: (423) 439-5263 Home Phone: (217) 348-0485 Office Phone: (859) 622-1253 
Home Phone: (931) 553-2845 Home Phone: (423) 232-0466 Email: cfpro@eiu.edu Home Phone: (859) 263-7774 
Email : kirtleyb@apsu.edu Email: snelling@etsu.edu SID Fax: (217) 581-6434 Email: amy.rat liff@eku.edu 
SID Fax: (931) 221-7562 SID Fax: (423) 439-6138 Web Site: SID Fax: (859) 622-1230 
Web Site: www.aosu.edu/athletics Web Site: www.ETSUBUCS.com www.eiu.edu/~sor tinfo/ Web Site: www.athletics.eku.edu 
IUPUI Kent State Southeast Missouri S1ate Tennessee-Martin 
Location: Indianapolis, IN Location: Kent , OH Location: Cape Girardeau, MO Location: Martin, TN 
Enrollment: 27,000 Enrollment: 30,287 Enrollment: 8,863 Enrollment: 5,846 
Nickname: Jaguars Nickname: Golden Flashes Nickname: Otahkians Nickname: Skyhawks 
~ Colors: Red & Gold Colors: Navy Blue & Gold Colors: Red, Black & White Cdcrs: Royal Blue.Orange& White 
.:;: Conference: Mid-Continent Conference: Mid-American Conference: Ohio Valley Conference: Ohio Valley 
o Field: IUPUI Softball Field Field: Kent Stat e Softball Field Field: Southeast Softball Field: Bettye Giles Field 
Vl Head Coach: Julie Bias Head Coach: Kar en Linder Complex Head Cooch: Amy Fuller 
" Alma Mater: Akron '96 Alma Mater: Otterbein '80 Head Coach: Lana Richmond Alma Mater: North Carolina '94 
8' Record at School: 17-34 Record at School: 110-101 Alma Mater: Berea ' 80 Record at School : 16-22 
w Yedrs at School: 1 Years at School: 4 Record at School : 584-311-2 Years at School: 1 
.... Career Record: Same Career Record: 363-301-1 Years at School : 18 - Career Record: Same 8 Office Phone: (317) 278-1584 Office Phone: (330) 672-2162 Career Record: Some Office Phone: (901) 587-7162 
N Assistant Coaches: Gwen Assistant Coaches: Jennie Office Phone: (573) 651-2993 Assistant Coaches: Kristin 
Koga_oon, Frank Knox Bishko, Kerry Kaser Assistant Coach: Joel Kaden Vander Loan 
2000 Record: 17-34 2000 Record: 21-28 2000 Record: 31-24 2000 Record: 16-22 
Letterwinners R/L: 8/5 LetterwiMers R/L: 10/ 4 Letterwinners R/L: 10/5 Letterwinners R/L: 10/ 5 
SID Contact: Kevin Buerge SID Contact: Kent Reichert SID Contact: Kyle Schwartz SID Contact: Lee Wilmot 
Office Phone: (317) 278-3619 Office Phone: (330) 672-8468 Office Phone: (573) 651-2294 Office Phone: (901) 587-7630 
Home Phone: (317) 927-7035 Home Phone: (330) 677-9618 Home Phone: (573) 332-7266 Home Phone: (901) 587-9811 
Email : kbuerge@iupui.edu Email : Kreicher@kent.edu End: kschwortz@gosoutheast.com Email: lwilmot@utm.edu 
SID Fax: (317) 278-2683 SID Fax: (330) 672-2112 SID Fax: (573) 651-2810 SID Fax: (901) 587-7624 
Web Site: www.iupui.edu/~jagsport Web Site: www.kent .edu/athletics Web Site: www.gosoutheast.com Web Site: www.utm.edu/~skyhowk/ 
Tennessee State Tennessee Tech West Virginia Tech Wright State 
Location: Nashville, TN Location: Cookeville, TN Location: Montgomery, WV Location: Dayton, OH 
Enrollment: 8,750 Enrollment: 8,560 Enrollment: 2,500 Enrollment: 15,702 
Nickname: Tigers Nickname: Golden Eagles Nickname: Lady Bears Nickname: Raiders 
Colors: Royal Blue & White Colors: Purple & Gold Colors: Royal Blue & Gold Colors: Hunter Green & Gold 
Conference: Ohio Valley Conference: Ohio Valley Conference: West Vir~inia Conference: Midwestern 
Field: Lady Tiger Field Field: Tech Softball Field Intercollegiate Athletic Collegiate 
Head Coach: Cindy Connelley Head Coach: Tory Acheson Field: Martin Field Fldd: Wright State Softball Field 
Alma Mater: Springfield '76 Alma Mater: Wisconsin-Milwaukee'92 Head Coach: Mike Farley Head Coach: Sheila Nahrgang 
Record at School: 10-75 Record at School: 72-57 Alma Mater: West Virginia Tech '98 Alma Mater: Wilberforce '94 
Years at School: 2 Years at Sc&ol: 2 Record at School : 0-0 Record at School: 163-205-3 
Career Record: Same Carce,-.Record: 3·62-135 Years at School : First Years at School: 7 
Office Phone: (615) 963-1543 Office Phone: (931) 372-6552 Career Record: 0-0 Career Record: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Reginald Assistant Coad\} Terry Acheson Office Phone: (304) 442-3144 Office Phone: (937) 775-2771 
L. Beechum 2000 Record: 1t0-35 Assistant Cooch: None Assistant Coach: Nicole Pluger 
2000 Record: 5-42 Letterwinners R/L: 12/3 2000 Record: 6- 22 2000 Record: 36-20 
Letterwinners R/L: 5/9 SID Contact: Rob Schobert Letterwinners R/L: 7 /7 Letterwinners R/L: 8/7 
SID Contact: Wallace Dooley Office Phone: (931) 372-3088 SID Contact: Joe Lefkay SID Contact: Matt Zircher 
Office Phone: (615) 963-5894 Home Phone: (931) 526-2576 Office Phone: (304) 442-5200 Office Phone: (937) 775-2831 
Home Phone: (615) 327-3591 Email: rschabert@tntech.edu Home Phone: (304) 925-0309 Home Phone: (937) 492-1796 
End: wdooley-cmc@worldnet.ott.net SID Fax: (931) 372-6139 Email: wvutechsid@mail.com Email: matt.zircher@wright.edu 
SID F~: (615) 963-_5895 Web Site: www2.tntech.edu/ SID Fax: (304) 442-3499 SID Fax: (937) 775- 2818 
Web Site: www.tsutiqer s.com athletics Web Site: www2.wwteched.i/athletics Web Site: www.wsuroiders.com 
22 
2001 Eagle Softball 
Road Opponents 
Dayton Kentucky Louisville Marshall 
Location: Dayton, OH Location: Lexingt on, KY Location: Louisville, KY Location: Huntington, WV 
Nickname: Flyers Nickname: Wildcats Nickname: Cardinals Nickname: Thundering Herd 
Colors: Red & Blue Colors: Blue & White Colors: Red & Black Colors: Kelly Green & White 
Conference: Atlantic 10 Conference: Southeastern Conference: Conference USA Conference: Mid-American 
Field: Stuart Field Field: UK Soft ball Complex Field: Ulmer Stadium Field: Dot Hicks Soft ball Field 
Head Coach: Jodi Eickemeyer Head Coach: Bet h Kirchner Head Coach: Sandy Pearsall Head Coach: Shonda Stanton 
Alma Mater: Dayton '91 Alma Mater: Iowa '87 Alma Mater: Or~on State '83 Alma Mater: UNCGreensboro ' 96 
Record at School: 109-122-4 Record at School: 89-160 Record at School : 36- 26 Record at School: 25-27 
Assistant Coaches: Corio Assistant Coaches: Lynda Cook, Assistant Coaches: Karen Assistant Coaches: Nat alie 
Sancher, Gary Barnes Tonio Pederson Jackson, Leslie Adams Pry, April Garner 
2000 Record: 35-23-1 2000 Record: 36-29 2000 Record: 36- 26 2000 Record: 25-27 
Letter-winners R/L: 8/10 Letterwinners R/L: 11/ 5 Letterwinners R/L: 11/2 Letterwinners R/L: 11/3 
SI[) Contact: Kevin Wilkinson SI[) Contact: Jacquie Sale SI[) Contact: Nancy Smith SI[) Contact: Michael Bertsch 
Office Phone: (937) 229-4460 Office Phone: (859) 257-3838 Office Phone: (502) 852-6581 Office Phone: (304) 696-4662 
SI ax: 937 229-4461 SI ax: 859 323-4310 SI ax: 502 852-7401 SI ax: 304 696-2325 
New Mexico Northern Kentucky Sacramento State Texas A&M-Corpus Christi 
Location: Albuquerque, NM Location: Highland Heights, KY Location: Sacramento , CA 
Nickname: Lobos Nickname: Norse Nickname: Hornets 
Colors: Cherry & Silver Colors : Gold, Block & White Colors: Green & Gold 
Conference: Mountain West Conference: Great Lakes Valley Conference: Big West 
Field: Lobo Field Field: Grein Softball Field Field: Shea Stadium " \ 
Head Coach: Susan Craig Head Coach : Kat hy Bown Head Coa9h: Kathy Sf-rahqn 
Alma Mater: New Mexico '70 Alma Mater: Nort~er n Alma Mater{: Michi9f111 Sta:)'~ '79 
Record at School : 618-533 Kentucky '88 Record at School: 242-"'195-2 
Assistant Coaches: Bill Record at School: tf5-39 Ass istant CQtJches: t>ebbie 
Gracey, Tracy Vun Kennan, Ass istant Cooc~ s : Misty Bilbq~~:~nifer Fritz 
Jackie Lance, Ron Mims Bric;foes, Rob ChOIJf Y 2000 rdi 25'.-30 
2000 Record: 38-18 2000 Record: 25-2'4 Letterwinnus IVL: 14/ 8 
Letterwinne rs R/L: 11/5 Lette rwinners R/L: 10/ 3 SI[) Contact: Ryan Bjork 
S I[) Contact: Heather Croze S I [) Contact: Don Owen Off ice Phone: (916) 278-6896 
Office Phone: (505) 925-5854 Office Phone: (859) 572-5470 SI[) Fax: (916) 278-5429 
SI[) Fax: (505) 925-5529 SI[) Fax: (859) 572-5427 
Possible Opponents 
Location: Corpus Christi, TX 
Nickname: Islanders 
Colors: Blue, Green & Silver 
Conference:, Independerµ: 
Field: Caban~s EJ oftt!::lall 
Complex ' / I_ j 
Head Coach:/ N tasBa,Dumoski 
Alma Mater~ Bt,;Jt'.:V 98 
Record <at SchooJ: 20-35-1 
Assistant Coach.,: .~ 
Fritts, .Heath~rWes~ 
2000 Recorct.z._0,.3 5- 1 
Letterwinners lVC: 10/ 2 
SI[) Contact : John Gilger 
Office Phone: (361) 825-3410 
SI[) Fax: (361) 825-3218 
Brigham Young California Iowa Miami-Ohio Mississippi 
Locat ion: Provo, UT Locat ion : Berkeley, CA Location: Iowa City, IA Location: Oxford, OH Locat ion : Oxford, MS 
Nickname: Cougars Nickname: Golden Bears Nickname: Hawkeyes Nickname: RedHawks Nickname: Rebels 
Colors: Blue, Tan & White Colors: Blue & Gold Colors: Black & Old Gold Colors: Red & White Colors: Cardinal Red & 
Conference: Mountain Conference: Pacific-10 Conference: Big Ten Conference: ~ - Navy Blue 
West Head Coach: Diane Head Coach: Gayle American Conference: Southeastern 
Head Coach: Mary Kay Ninemire Blevins Headc.oach: A·ngle Jacobs Head Coach: Candi Letts 
Amicone Record at School : 543- Record at School : 545- Record at School: 31-65 Record at School: 46-78 
Record at School : 16-27 299 253-3 2000 Record" 16-30 2000 Record: 21-42 
2000 Record: 16-27 2000 Record: 49-25 2000 Record: 46-15 Letterwlnntrs Alt.: 11/ 5 Letterwinners R/L: 10/7 
Letterwirviers R/L: 16/4 Letterwirviers R/L: 12/4 Letterwirviers R/L: 13/3 SI[) Contact: Angie SI[) Contact: Kyle 
SI[) Contact: Shone Bevell SI[) Contact: Darv,yHorris SI[) Contact: Tony Wirt Renninger Campbell 
Office: (801) 378-8999 Office: (510) 643-5846 Office: (319) 621-4843 Office: (513) 529-4327 Office: (662) 915-7522 
Fax: (801) 378-3520 Fax: (510) 643 -7778 Fax: (319) 335-9417 Fax: (513) 529-6729 Fax: (662) 915-7006 






























































































Morehead State University™ 
Year-By-Year Fastpitch Results 
1989 (17- 11) 
SBt~~ KENnJCKY W ~ 
NORTHERN KENnJCKY L 
at Miami (Ohio) L 
at Miami (Ohio) L 
WEST VIRGINIA ST ATE W 
WEST VIRGINIA STATE W 
KENTUCKY STATE W 
KENnJCKY STATE W 
KENnJCKY STATE W 
DAYTON W 
DAYTON W 
at Northern Kentucky L 
at Northern Kentucky W 
SHAWNEE ST ATE L 
SHAWNEE ST ATE L 
RIO GRANDE W 
RIO GRANDE W 
at Wright State W 
vs. Dayton W 
vs. Illinois-Chicago L 
vs. Tennessee Tech W 
WRIGHT STATE W 
WRIGHT ST ATE L 
at Lincoln Memorial W 
at Lincoln Memorial L 
at Tennessee Tech L 
at Tennessee Tech W 
at Tennessee Tech L 
1990 (31 - 9 -3) 
O~onent W.=J. A ERSON UNIV. (IN) W 
ANDERSON UNIV. (IN) W 
vs. Messiah College T 
vs. Charleston (W. Va.) T 
vs. Providence W 
vs. Pennsylvania T 
vs. Providence W 
vs. Charleston (W. Va.) W 
vs. Allentown College W 
vs. Tennessee Tedi L 
vs. Tennessee Tech L 
BEI.LARMINE W 
BELI.ARMINE W 
at West Virginia Stat e W 
at WestYirginia State W 
NORTHERN KENnJCKY L 
NORTHERN KENnJCKY L 
at Charleston (W. Va.) W 
at Charleston (W. Va.) W 
KENnJCKY STATE W 
KENTUCKY STATE W 
SHAWNEE STATE W 
SHAWNEE STATE W 
at Univ. of Indianapolis L 
at Univ. of Indianapolis L 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL L 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL W 
at Hanover College W 
at Hanover College W 
at Butler L 
at Butler W 
at Bellarmine W 
at Bellarmine W 
at Kentucky State W 
at Kentucky State W 
NORTHERN KENnJCKY W 
NORTHERN KENnJCKY W 
WEST VIRGINIA STATE W 
WEST VIRGINIA ST ATE W 
AUSTIN PEAY W 
AUSTIN PEAY L 
at Tennessee Tech W 
at Tennessee Tech W 
1991 (32- 19) 
Qrumw W.=J. 
ANbERSON UNIV. (IN) W 
ANDERSON UNIV. (IN) W 
~~~ w 
vs. Butler L 
vs. But ler L 
vs. Williams College W 
vs. Mercer W 
vs. Yale L 
vs. Tufts University W 
vs. Hiram College W 


















































































































































































KENTUCKY ST ATE 
KENnJCKY ST ATE 
vs. North Alabama 
vs. Southern Indiana 
vs. Evansville 
at Kentucky State 
at Bellarmine 
at Bellarmine 
KENTUCKY WESLEY AN 
KENTUCKY WESLEY AN 
TENNESSEE TECH 
TENNESSEE TECH 
at Shawnee State 
at Shawnee State 
at Rio Grande 
at Rio Grande 
at Dayton 
at Dayton 
at Tennessee Tech 
at Tennessee Tech 
at Tennessee Tech 
at Tennessee Tech 
at Austin Peay 
at Austin Peay 
SHAWNEE STATE 
SHAWNEE STATE 
at Lincoln Memorial 












































@tonent n ST VIRGINIA ST ATE W 
WEST VIRGINIA STATE W 
at Georgia Tech L 
at Georgia Tech L 
vs. Colgate W 
vs. Princeton L 
vs. Wisconsin-Parkside W 
vs. Springfield College L 
vs. Princeton L 
vs. Army L 
vs. East Stroudsburg L 
vs. St. Peter 's W 
vs. Colgate L 
vs. Drexel L 
vs. Tennessee Tech L 
vs. Tennessee Tech L 
at Capital University W 
at Capital University W 
AUSTIN PEAY W 
AUSTIN PEAY W 
at Shawnee State L 
at Shawnee State L 
at Northern Kentucky L 
at Northern Kentucky W 
WRIGHT STATE W 
WRIGHT STATE W 
at Dayton L 
atDay-1:on W 
TENNESSEE TECH W 
TENNESSEE TECH L 
KENTUCKY STATE W 
KENTUCKY ST ATE W 
at Charleston (W.Va.) L 
at Charleston {W.Va.) W 
at Wright State W 
at Wright State L 
SHAWNEE STATE W 
SHAWNEE STATE L 
at Southeast Missouri& L 
vs. Tennessee Tech& L 
vs. Austin Peay& W 
vs. Tennessee-Martin& L 
vs. Tennessee-Martin& L 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL W 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL W 
RIO GRANDE W 
















































































































































































vs. Seton Hall 






at Middle Tennessee 
a t Middle Tennessee 
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 
at Southeast Missouri 
at Southeast Missouri 
at Austin Peay 
at Austin Peay 
OHIO 
OHIO 
at Eastern Kentucky 












vs. Middle Tennessee& 
vs. Southeast Missouri& 
vs. Austin Peay& 
vs. Tennessee Tech& 
vs. Southeast Missouri& 
at Rio Grande 
at Rio Grande 
at Shawnee State 












































1994 (14-23 , 8 - 16nth) 
Opponent W.=J. 
at Middle Tennessee* L 
at Middle Tennessee* L 
at Tennessee State• W 
at Tennessee State* W 
at Kentucky Wesleyan L 
at Kentucky Wesleyan L 
WEST VIR6INIA TECH W 
WEST VIRGINIA TECH W 
at Eastern Kentucky* L 
at Eastern Kentucky* L 
at Southeast Missouri* L 
at Southeast Missouri* L 
at Tennessee-Martin* W 
at Tennessee-Martin* L 
at Ohio State L 





SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" W 
50\JTHEAST MISSOURI" L 
TENNESSEE STATE" W 
TENNESSEE STATE" W 
TENNESSEE TECH'" L 
TENNESSEE TECH'" L 
EASTERN KENnJCKY" W 
EASTERN KENnJCKY" L 
AUSTIN PEAY" L 
AUSTIN PEAY" L 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 
DAYTON W 
DAYTON W 
vs. Middle Tennessee& W 
vs. Southeast Missouri& L 
vs. Tennessee-Martin& L 
1995 (18-33, 11 - 15/6th) 
~ Oruionent W.=J. 
3-10 at Tennessee Tech* L 






















































































2001 Eagle Softball 
Year-By-Year Fastpitch Results 
3-11 at Middle Tennessee* L 2-5 4-17 MARSHALL L 2-3 3-21 vs. Army L 0-3 
3-11 at Middle Tennessee* L 1-5 4-21 NORTHERN KENTUCKY L 0-1 3-21 vs. Brown w 6-0 
3-13 vs. Providence L 2-5 4-21 NORTHERN KENTUCKY w 2- 1 3-2!5 KENTUCKY L 1-4 
3-13 vs. Tennessee-Martin L 0-5 4-24 at Eastern Kentucky* L 2-6 3-25 KENTUCKY L 0-7 
3-14 vs. Valparaiso L 3-6 4-24 at Eastern Kent ucky* L 1-2 3-28 WEST VIRGINIA TECH w 4-2 
3-14 vs. Maine L 0-9 4-26 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" L 1- 2 3-28 WEST VIRGINIA TECH w 7-6 
3-15 vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay L 7-8 4-26 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" L 2-4 3-31 MARSHALL L 2-7 
3-15 vs. Dayton w 4-3 4-27 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 1-8 3-31 MARSHALL L 1-9 
3-16 vs. Providence L 2-5 4-27 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" w 4-1 4-2 at Wright St at e L 0-2 
3-16 vs. St. Louis w 9-6 4-28 TENNESSEE STATE'" w 8-3 4-2 at Wright State L 0-1 
3-18 vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay w 8-6 4-28 TENNESSEE ST ATE'" w 11 -2 4-5 at Tennessee-Mart in* w 2-0 
3-18 vs. Florida Atlantic L 1-2 4-30 WRIGHT ST ATE L 0-1 4-5 at Tennessee-Mortin* L 1-2 
3-22 at Marshall L 2-4 4-30 WRIGHT ST ATE L 0- !5 4-8 at Dayton L 0-3 
3-22 at Marshall L 1-2 5-4 vs. Eastern Kentucky& L 4-5 4-8 at Dayton L 6-7 
3-24 vs. Cleveland State L 1-10 5-4 vs. Austin Peay& w 1-0 4-10 at Tennessee State* w 2-0 
3-24 at Miami (Ohio) L 1-6 5-5 vs. Tennessee-Martin& L 0-6 4-10 at Tennessee State* w 9-5 
3-25 vs. Loyola (Ill.) L 3-4 4-11 at Middle Tennessee* L 2-3 
3-25 vs. Dayton w 5-3 1997 (20-35-1 , 11-19/7th) 4-11 at Middle Tennessee* L 1-3 
3-26 vs. Loyola (Ill.) L 0-2 Dall ~ffl~ KENTUCKY W=.L ~ 4-12 at Tennessee Tech* L 0-1 3-28 at Eastern Kent ucky w 5-2 3-7 w 2- 1 4-12 at Tennessee Tech* L 1-2 
3-28 at Eastern Kentucky L 1-2 3-7 NORTHERN KENTUCKY w 2- 1 4-14 at Eastern Kentucky* L 0-6 
3-29 at Ohio State L 4-8 3-11 at Dayton w 5-0 4-14 at Eastern Kentucky* L 1-2 
3-29 at Ohio State L 1-3 3-11 at Dayton T 6-6 4-18 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 0-6 
3-31 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 2-6 3- 15 vs. Hartford w 5-0 4-18 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 2-6 
3-31 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" w 4-1 3-15 vs. Boston University L 1-2 4-20 EASTERN n.uNOIS L 0-3 
4-1 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 2- 1 3-16 vs. Yale L 1-4 4-20 EASTERN n.uNOIS L 1- 12 
4-1 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 5- 2 3-16 vs. Army L 0-1 4-2!5 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" w 1-0 
4- 2 TENNESSEE TECH" L 1- 10 3-18 vs. Vermont w 1-0 4-2!5 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 1- 2 
4-2 TENNESSEE TECH" L 2- !5 3-18 vs. Cornell w 4- 1 4-26 TENNESSEE TECH" w 1-0 
4-5 at Dayton w 4-3 3-19 vs. Middle Tennessee L 2-4 4-26 TENNESSEE TECH" L 2-3 
4-5 at Dayton w 8-4 3-19 vs. Texas Tech L 3-4 4-27 TENNESSEE STATE'" w 2-0 
4-7 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" w 3-2 3-22 at Middle Tennessee* L 2-3 4-27 TENNESSEE ST A TE'" w 4-2 
4-7 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" L 1-5 3-22 at Middle Tennessee* w 7-6 5-2 vs. Eastern Kentucky& L 4-5 
4-8 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 1- 10 3-23 at Tennessee State* w 11-2 5-3 vs. Tennessee-Martin& w 1-0 
4-8 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 0-3 3-23 at Tennessee State* w 8-2 5-4 vs. Tennessee Tech& w 5-4 
4-9 TENNESSEE STATE'" w 4-2 3-24 at Austin Peay* L 0-8 5-4 vs. Eastern Kentucky& L 0-6 
4-9 TENNESSEE ST A TE'" w 7-0 3-24 at Austin Peay* L 4-9 
4- 12 EASTERN KENTUCKY" w 6-1 3-26 at Marshall L 0-4 1999 (27-18, 16-5/3rd) a 4- 12 EASTERN KENTUCKY'" w 2-1 3-26 at Marshall L 1-2 D.m ~m~ KENTUCKY W=.L ~ ..0 4-15 at Tennessee State* w 10-4 3- 29 EASTERN IU.INOIS* w 4-0 3-2 w 6-2 .t 4-15 at Tennessee State* w 8-2 3- 29 EASTERN n.uNOIS* L 0-5 3-2 NORTHERN KENTUCKY L 3-7 
4- 18 MARSHALL L 6-7 3- 30 TENNESSEE- MARTIN" w 1-0 3- 12 DAYTON w 3-1 ~ 4- 18 MARSHALL w 5-4 3-30 TENNESSEE- MARTIN" L 0-5 3-12 DAYTON w 1-0 u 4-21 at Southeast Missouri* L 3-4 3-31 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 0-6 3-15 vs. Rider L 1-6 
3' 4-21 at Southeast Missouri* L 0-11 3-31 SOUTHEAST MISSOURI" L 0- 11 3-15 vs. Tennessee-Martin w 13-1 4-22 at Austin Peay* L 1-2 4-5 at Tennessee Tech* L 0-2 3-16 vs. Fordham w 8-2 w 4-22 at Austin Peay* L 1-2 4-5 at Tennessee Tech* L 2-3 3-16 vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay w 4-3 
4-28 at Eastern Kentucky& L 9-10 4-8 at Eastern Kentucky* L 2-6 3-18 vs. Vermont L 0-2 
.... 
4-29 vs. Austin Peay& L 4-5 4-8 at Eastern Kentuckt L 7-9 3-18 vs. Texas-Arlington L 2-3 8 
4-11 at Eastern Illinois L 4-5 3-19 vs. Manhattan L 3-4 N 
1996 (17- 38 , 12- 14/6th) 4-11 at Eastern Illinois* w 5-4 3-19 vs. Towson L 1-6 
~ Qpp1m1mt W=.L ~ 4-12 at Southeast M issouri* L 0-8 3-27 vs. Eastern Michigan w 5-1 
3-12 vs. Creighton L 0-5 4-12 at Southeast M issouri* L 1-10 3-27 vs. Eastern Michigan L 0-3 
3-13 vs. Valparaiso L 4-5 4-13 at Tennessee-Martin* L 3-8 3-28 vs. Eastern Michi~n w 3-2 
3-13 vs. Providence L 0-5 4-13 at Tennessee-Martin* w 5-3 3-28 at Eastern Kentuc L 2-3 
3-13 vs. Providence w 5-3 4-15 at Ohio State L 2-7 3-31 WRIGHT STATE L 1-3 
3-15 vs. Bar01 University L 0-2 4-15 at Ohio Stat e L 0-10 3-31 WRIGHT STATE w 4-2 3-15 vs.IUP I L 1-3 4-18 vs. South Florida L 0-8 4-2 TENNESSEE STATE'" w 4-3 
3-16 vs. Hartford L 0-9 4-18 vs. Jacksonville St ate L 0-4 4- 2 TENNESSEE ST ATE'" w 7- 1 
3-16 vs. Maine L 1-2 4-18 at Tennessee L 0-8 4-3 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* L 2- 10 
3-22 vs. M ichigan L 0-24 4-19 vs. Eastern Kentucky w 7-0 4-3 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* L 3-4 
3-22 at Tennessee L 7-9 4-19 vs. UNC Greensboro w 4-3 4-7 at Marshall L 3-5 
3-23 vs. Cleveland State L 2-3 4-20 vs. UNC Greensboro L 2-4 4-7 at Marshall w 2-1 
3-23 vs. Austin Peay L 4-6 4-22 EASTERN KENTUCKY" L 0-3 4- 10 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 9-1 
3-24 vs. Southwest Missouri L 0-8 4-22 EASTERN KENTUCKY'" L 1- 3 4-10 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 3-2 
3-24 vs. Indiana State L 3-6 4-23 TENNESSEE TECH" L 2-4 4- 11 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" w 9-1 
3-27 at Marshall L 0-6 4-23 TENNESSEE TECH" w 3-2 4-11 TENNESSEE-MARTIN" w 9-1 
3-27 at Marshall L 1-6 4-26 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 0-4 4- 13 EASTERN KENTUCKY" w 1-0 
3-28 at Ohio State w 6-4 4-26 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" w 1-0 4-13 EASTERN KENTUCKY" w 1-0 
3-28 at Ohio State L 1-6 4-28 TENNESSEE ST ATE'" w 3- 1 4-15 at Kentucky L 5-9 
3- 30 MIDDLE TENNESSEE" w 3-2 4-28 TENNESSEE STATE'" w 11-3 4-17 at Southeast Missouri* L 0-1 
3-30 MIDDLE TENNESSEE* w 2-1 4-30 at Kentucky w 4-1 4-17 at Southeast Missouri* L 0-3 
3-31 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 6-0 4-30 at Kentu~ L 2-4 4-18 at Eastern Illinois* w 3-0 
3- 31 AUSTIN PEAY'" w 9-1 !5-3 TENNE E TECH& L 1-3 4-18 at Easter n Illinois* w 3-0 
4-3 EASTERN KENTUCKY" L 3- 11 5-4 EASTERN KENTUCKY& L 4-6 4-21 at Eastern Kentucky* w 4-1 
4-3 EASTERN KENTUCKY" L 3-!5 4-21 at Eastern Kentucky* w 4-0 
4-5 at Tennessee Tech* w 6-3 1998 (15-33, 7-11/7th) 4-24 at Middle Tennessee* w 2-1 
4-5 at Tennessee Tech* L 1-4 ~ Qpp1ment W=.L ~ 4-24 at Middle Tennessee* w 2-1 
4-6 at Middle Tennessee* w 6-2 2-27 vs. Ohio L 0-8 4-25 at Tennessee St at e* w 9-2 
4-6 at Middle Tennessee* L 0-3 2-28 vs. Wright St at e L 0-9 4-25 at Tennessee State* w 8-3 
4-10 DAYTON L 1-!5 2-28 vs. Northwestern L 0 -11 4-26 at Tennessee Tech* L 1-9 
4- 10 DAYTON w !5-4 3-1 vs. Wisconsin-Green w L 1-6 5-1 vs. Eastern Kentucky& w 7-4 
4-12 at Austin Peay* L 6-7 3-7 NORTHERN KENTUC w 2-0 5-1 vs. Middle Tennessee& L 3-4 
4-12 at Austin Peay* w 13-8 3-7 NORTHERN KENTUCKY w 9-3 5-2 vs. Eastern Illinois& L 1-6 
4-13 at Tennessee-Martin* L 1-2 3-15 vs. Rutgers L 1-2 
4-13 at Tennessee-Martin* L 6-7 3-15 vs. Fairfield L 1-7 
4-14 at Southeast M issouri* L 0-6 3-16 vs. Manhattan L 4-5 
4-14 at Southeast M issouri* L 0-8 3-16 vs. Army w 1-0 
4-15 at Tennessee State* w 13-1 3-18 vs. Cornell L 2-8 
4-15 at Tennessee State* w 11- 1 3-18 vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay L 3-4 








































2000 (20-35, 10-13/6th) 
~m~ KENTUCKY W~ 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY W 
KENT STATE L 
vs. Dayton L 
vs. Kent State L 
DAYTON L 
at Kentucky L 
at Kentucky L 
MARSHALL W 
MARSHALL W 
vs. Morist L 
vs. Rider W 
vs. Manhattan L 
vs. Wisconsin-Green Boy L 
vs. Fairfield L 
vs. Stephen F. Austin L 
vs. Moine W 
vs. Quinnipioc W 
vs. I UPUI W 
vs. Towson W 
AKRON L 
AKRON L 
at Tennessee-Mortin" L 
at Tennessee-Mortin" W 
at Tennessee-Mortin" L 
at Wright State L 
at Wri9):!t State L 
MIDDU: TENNESSEE" L 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE" L 
at Ohio State L 
at Ohio State W 
TENNESSEE TECH'" L 
TENNESSEE TECH'" L 
at Eastern Kentucky" L 
at Eastern Kentuc~f L 
at East ern Illinois L 
~ 
7 - 1 
6- 1 



































4-15 at Eastern Illinois" L 3-7 
4-16 at Eastern Illinois" W 6-4 
4- 21 TENNESSEE STATE" WI 18- 3 
4- 21 TENNESSEE STATE" WI 7 - 4 
4- 22 TENNESSEE STATE" W 11-7 
4-25 EASTERN KENTUCIC'r W 8- 0 
4- 26 KENTUCKY L 2- 7 
4-26 KENTUCKY L 2- 8 
4- 29 SOUTHEAST MI.5SOURI" L 0- 5 
4- 29 SOUTHEAST MI.5SOURI" W 6-1 
4- 30 SOUTHEAST MI.5SOURI" L 0-2 
5- 3 LOUISVILLE L 0-8 
5- 3 LOUISVILLE L 0 - 8 
5-6 at Aust in Peay" W 10-0 
5-6 at Austin Peay" W 1-0 
5-7 at Austin Peay" W 4-3 
5-11 vs. Southeast Missouri& L 3-4 
5-11 vs. Tennessee Tech& L 0-5 
,. Ohio Volley Conference contest 
& Ohio Volley Conference Tournament contest 
$ Victory byjorfeit 
HOME GAMES IN BOU> CAPS 
Morehead State University™ 
The school's all-t ime home run leader. 
Nola Queen looks to power the Eagles in 
her final season at MSU 
j .__I _______ S_e_rie_s_R_e_c_o __ rd_s_v_s_. _A_II _O....:...p....,___po_n_en_ts ___ _ 
FirstMeetii .!! Akron 0-2 Iowa First Meeti1 Sacramento State 
8' Allentown College 1-0 IUPUI 1- Saint Louis 1-
w Anderson University 4-0 Jacksonville State 0-1 San Jose State FirstMeeti~ 
- Army 1-3 Kent State 0-2 Seton Hall 0-
~ Austin Peay State 22-10 Kentucky 1-8 Shawnee State 7-9 
Barry University 0-1 Kentucky State 12-0 South Florida 0-1 
Bellarmine 7-1 Kentucky Wesleyan 1-3 Southeast Missouri State 3- 29 
Bost on University 0-1 Lehigh 1-1 Southern Indiana 1-0 
Brigham Young FirstMeetii Lincoln Memorial 5-3 Sout hwest Missouri State 0-1 
Brown 1- Louisville 0-2 Springfield College 0-1 
Butler 1-3 Loyola (Ill.) 0-2 St . Peter's 2-0 
California FirstMeeti~ Maine 1-2 St ephen F. Austin 0-1 
Canis ius 0- Manhattan 1-3 Tennessee 0-2 
Capital University 5-1 Marist 1-1 Temessu-Martin 11-17 
Charlest on (W.Va.) 5-2-1 Marshall 5-13 TeMeSSU State 27-0 
Cleveland St ate 0-2 Mercer 1-1 Tennessee Tech 15-31 
Colgate 1-1 Messiah College 0-0-1 Texas-Arlington 0-1 
Cornell 1-1 Miami (Ohio) 0-3 Texas MM-Corpus Christi Fm~ 
Creight on 0-1 Michigan 0-1 Texas Tech 0-
Dayton 17- 8-1 Middle Tennessee State 11-24 Towson 1-1 
Drexel 0-1 Mississippi First Meeting Tufts University 1-0 
East Stroudsbu~ 0-1 New Mexico First Meeti~ UNC Greensboro 1-1 
East Temessu tote First Meeti~ Nort h Alabama 0- Univ. of Indianapolis 0-2 
Eastern Illinois 5- Northern Kentucky 16-7-1 Valparaiso 0-2 
Eastern Kentucky 13- 22 Northwestern 0-1 Vermont 1-1 
Eastern Michigan 2-1 Ohio 1-2 West Virginia St at e 8-0 
Evansville 0-1 Ohio State 2-8 West Vi:linia Tech 4-0 
Fairf ield 1-3 Pennsy lvania 0-0-1 Western entucky FirstMeetii 
Florida Atlant ic 0-1 Princet on 0-2 W illiams College 1-
Fordham 1-0 Providence 3-3 W isconsin-Green Bay 2-4 
Georgia Tech 0-2 Purdue First Meetii Wisconsin-Parkside 1-0 
Hanover College 2-0 Quinnipiac 1- Wright State 8-10 
Hartford 1-1 Rider 1-1 Yale 1-2 
Hiram College 1-0 Rio Grande 6-2 
IHinois-Chicago 0-1 Rutgers 0-1 Bold indicates 2001 opponents 
Indiana St at e 0-1 
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2001 Eagle Softball 
Ohio Valley Conference Sportsmanship Statement 
OVC student-athletes must understand that they ore perhaps the most visible representatives of their 
institutions. Also, their behavior is observed and emulat ed by many who ore younger. OVC student-athletes 
must honor the responsibilities t hat accompany the privilege of representing our schools by behaving with 
dignity and class on and off the field. 
Spirit Groups--Like our student-athletes. these groups ore visible representatives of our universities. 
As such, we place high expectations on them for decent behavior. Cheerleaders, bonds and other spirit 
groups ore admitted to contests at the pleasure of our institutions to support their teams and assist in 
creating o fun atmosphere. They ore not admitted in order to disrupt or confront the opponent and such 
behavior will not be tolerated. Their focus must be toward encouragement of their team and respect for t he 
opposing team. 
Officials--Officiols who ore assigned Conference contests must enforce t he rules regarding sports-
manship, without tolerance for abuse. The only warning to participants and coaches regarding sportsman-
ship should come at the beginning of the contest. Once the contest begins, P.enolties (consequences). not 
warnings, must be assessed for violations of unsportsmanlike conduct. Similar to the baseball policy of 
ejecting coaches for arguing balls and strikes. the Conference will require that officials eject any coach 
who protests unsportsmanlike conduct calls, provided such ejection is permissible to the rules of that sport. 
Each official assigned by the OVC will be provided o cord with the following st at ement which must be 
read to the captains and coaches of every contest prior to the beginning of the game: "The OVC requires 
officials to enforce all rules regarding unsportsmanlike conduct by coaches and players. There will not be 
any tolerance for negative statements or actions between opposing players. especially taunting and baiting. 
If such comments ore heard. a penalty will be assessed immediately. If any coach protests an unsportsman-
like penalty, he or she will be ejected for the contest. We have been instructed not to issue warnings during 
the contests. It is strongly suggested that you remind your participants of this policy." Officials who do not follow this policy will be subject to 
suspens ion. 
Commissioner--The commissioner is expected to enforce the unsportsmanlike conduct rules of the game and the Conference. He or she is 
authorized to assess penalties for improper behavior that is not detected or properly addressed during the contest . Institut ions and their 
personnel are expected t o fully cooperate with his or her effort to investigate possible improper behavior. 
In the unfortunate event that on altercation occurs during a contest , oil individuals who ore on the bench are expected to remain there. It 
is incumbent upon the head coach t o ensure that this occurs. The commissioner is directed to suspend automatically the head coach of a team 
whose bench personnel enter the field or court of play during on altercat ion, regardless of whether those individuals become involved in the 
altercat ion. 
Fans--The Conference hopes and believes t hat the establishment of the principles outlined in this document will create a wholesome 
atmosphere that will attract more fans to our events. The fans attending our games must be reminded by the public address announcer of the 
expectations of sportsmanship and respect for both opponents. We expect that all fans will act in on appropriate manner, and respect the ci 
opposition and the officials. We understand that occasionally there are individuals who attend games and abuse the opposition and officials. ,:e 
Those individuals may be dismissed from athletic events. ~ 
Concluding Statement- - The Conference believes that the effort to meet the expectations outlined in this document will increase the ~ 
attract iveness at our athletic events by creating a healthy environment for our competition. 
General--The Ohio Volley Conference is committed to establishing sportsmanship and developing healthy environments for competition. II g, 
w 
This conference wonts to lead the way in abolishing the notion that it is desirable to create a "hostile" environment for intercol legiate athlet ic 
contests. Instead, we will strive to create "hospitable" environments. We believe that part of the role of education through sports is to teach 
our youth and our communities t o conduct themselves with sportsmanship and respect for opponents. .-t 
In an effort to achieve this goal. the Conference has developed this statement which outlines the expectations of the various groups and 8 
individuals associated with our int ercollegiate athletics program. N 
Administration--It is incumbent upon institutional administrators to create on e nvironment of hospita lity for visiting t eams, particularly 
for those individuals at Conference institutions. OVC administrators must develop the attitude that the treatment of o visit ing t eam and its fans 
will be in the some manner that they would wont their teams to be treated. 
The athletics director at the host institution must ensure t hat he or she, or someone else designated as game manager. approaches the coach 
of the opposing team at a spectator event in order to welcome that coach to the institution, provide on opportunity for the coach to address any 
concerns, indicate the location of the game manager in the arena or stadium and identify security personnel to ensure that the visiting team is 
protected from abuse from the home crowd and that security is in very close proximity to the visiting t eam's bench. Each institution must 
arrange its seating at spectator events so as to emphasize sportsmanship and minimize the harassment of the visiting team and its fans. 
The athletics director must ensure that those who ore employed by the university treat the opponents with fairness and respect. For example. 
public address announcers must be required to announce t he contest in on evenhanded manner with equal excitement for both teams. The 
inst itution's chief executive officer and athletics director should review periodically with other athletics deport ment staff members, coaches, 
student-athletes and spirit groups (cheerleaders and bonds) precisely what is acceptable conduct, as set forth in this document. 
Coaches- - Cooches have the greatest amount of inf luence over whether the young people in their programs ore taught and follow the high 
principles of sportsmanship. The OVC hos been benefited by coaches who hove risked losing a cont est by removing student-athlet es who have 
demonstrated disrespect for the opponents. This discipline measure educates that individual and his or her teammates about the importance of 
sportsmanship over participation and winning. This type of attitude and courage must be adopted by all 
OVC coaches. Administrators and coaches must pay special attention to their student-athletes ' behavior 
and continually emphasize the need for sportsmanship and respect . Such education is needed to counter-
act the constant messages received by our young people from many professional athletes and others who 
demonstrat e a lock of respect for opponents. This Con-
ference and its coaches are committed to teach mes-
sages that are appropriat e about sportsmanship. 
Coaches also hove the ability to influence the be-
havior of their fans. OVC coaches must toke every 
opportunity when addressing the media, booster groups 
or other public forums to express the desire for fans 
to support their team at home contests, but not t o abuse 
the visiting team. Coaches and administrators should 
stress that t he participants in our at hletics contests 
are young people who do not deserve t o be mistreated 
by a hostile crowd. 
Student-Athletes--Respect for the game in which 
the student-ath lete part icipates also demands respect 
for the opponent. Student athletes at OVC institutions 
ore expected t o t reat opponents with sportsmanship. 
There con be no tolerance for taunting and bait ing of 
opponents. 
OVC Member Institutions 
(Year joined league) 
Austin Peay Slate 11962) 
Eastern Illinois 11996) 
Eastern Kentucky 11948) 
Morehead Slate 119481 
Murray Slate 11948) 
Southeast Missouri Stole 119911 
Tennessee-Martin 11992) 
Tennessee Stale 11986) 
Tennessee Tech 11948) 
27 
Morehead State University™ 
Individual Season & Career Records 
BATTING-CAREER 
Most Games Played: 
194 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
Angie Roush 1994-97 
191 Alma Chapman 1996-99 
190 Stephanie Graham 1994-97 
Highest Batting Average* : 
.36 5 Jeanne Noble 1992- 93 
.357 Ashli White 1990-93 
.346 Beth Owens 1990- 93 
Amy Timble 1990- 93 
Most At Bats: 
601 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
591 Angie Roush 1994-97 
569 Beth Owens 1990-93 
Most Runs Scored: 
113 Beth Owens 
98 Erin Shish 
97 Jennifer Moffitt 
Judy Braley 
Most Hits: 
197 Beth Owens 
190 Jennifer Moffitt 









38 Beth Owens 1990- 93 
35 [)ANA FOHL 1998-00 
34 Jennifer Moffitt 1994- 97 
Most Triples: 
14 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
- Beth Owens 1990- 93 
_8 Most Home Runs: 
,t: 14 NOLA QUEEN 1998- 00 
Q 11 Shannon O'Toole 1993- 95 
UJ Most Total Basu: 
.!! 258 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
g' 225 Angie Roush 1994- 97 
w 217 Beth Owens 1990-93 
_ Most Runs Batted In: 
8 105 Amy Timble 1990- 93 
N 91 Beth Owens 1990-93 
85 NOLA QUEEN 1998- 00 
Cathi Watson 1989-92 
Highest Sluggi~ Percentage*: 
.566 Shannon O Toole 1994-95 
.498 Ashli White 1990-93 
.492 NOLA QUEEN 1998-00 
Most Stolen Basu: 
55 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
41 51'Eff-WESN~ 1999- 00 
3 9 Erin Shish 1991-94 
Most Times Hit by a Pitch: 
13 Jodi McMackin 1991-94 
9 Angie Brooker 1996-99 
Alma Chapman 1996-99 
Most Strikeouts: 
96 Stephanie Graham 1994-97 
81 Shannon Bender 1997-00 
73 Jennifer Moffitt 1994-97 
Most Walks: 
50 Beth Owens 
49 Judy Braley 
46 Becky Bailey 




32 Alma Chapman 1996- 99 
30 Judy Braley 1989-92 
29 Erin Shish 1991-94 
Highest On Base percentage*: 
.394 Beth Owens 1990-93 
.385 Ashli White 1990-93 
.383 Amy Timble 1990-93 
Highest Fielding '1. (300+ Ch) : 
.989 Cathi Watson 1989-92 
.978 NOLA QUEEN 1998- 00 
.976 Angie Brooker 1996-99 




119 Susan Pape 1995-98 
92 Cheri Venturino 1993-97 
67 Na.l.Y~TT 1998-00 
6 2 Ashli White 1990-93 
Most Games Started: 
111 Susan Pape 
86 Cheri Venturino 







3 6 Susan Pape 1995-98 
33 Cheri Venturino 1993-97 
30 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
Highest WiMing Percentage*: 
.750 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
.560 Ashli White 1990-93 
Lowest Earned Run Average* : 
1.78 Angie Davis 1989-92 
1.88 Ashli White 1990-93 
2 .04 Amy Estridge 1991-94 
2.15 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
Most Complete Games: 
90 Susan Pape 1995-98 
73 Cheri Venturino 1993-97 
Most Saves: 
5 Ashli White 1990 -93 
2 MCUYSIJRRATT 1998- 00 
Angie Davis 1989-92 
Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
Most Shutouts: 
10 Susan Pape 1995-98 
9 Cheri Venturino 1993-97 
8 Ashli White 1990-93 
Most Innings Pitched: 
702 .0 Susan Pape 1995-98 
548.l Cheri Venturino 1993- 97 
379.l Ashli White 1990-93 
Fewest Hits Allowed*: 
243 Angie Davis 1989-92 
302 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
311 Amy Estridge 1991-94 
Fewest Runs Allowed* : 
127 Wendy Epperson 1989- 92 
141 Na.LY~TT 1998- 00 
150 Angie Davis 1989-92 
Fewest Earned Runs Allowed*: 
66 Angie Davis 1989-92 
84 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
Fewest Walks Allowed* : 
34 Wendy Epperson 1989- 92 
74 Na.LY~TT 1998- 00 
97 Angie Davis 1989-92 
Most Strikeouts: 
235 Susan Pape 1995-98 
204 Amy Estridge 1991-94 
181 Ashli White 1990-93 
160 Cheri Venturino 1993-97 
Fewest Wild Pitches*: 
2 Wendy Epperson 1989-92 
12 Angie Davis 1989-92 
17 Ashli White 1990-93 
Fewest Hit Batsmen*: 
2 Wendy Epperson 1989- 92 
6 Na.LY~TT 1998- 00 
Ashli White 1990-93 
Fewest Extra Bases Allowed*: 
33 Angie Davis 1989-92 
39 Amy Estridge 1991-94 
Lowest Opponart Batting Ayg. * : 
(totals from seasons after 1990) 
.226 Amy Estridge 1991-94 
.259 Ashli White 1990-93 
*Min 240 IMings Pitched 
BATTING-SEASON 
Most Games Played: 
56 Angie Brooker 1997 
Stephanie Graham 1997 
Tiffany King 1997 
Angie Roush 1997 
Highest Batting Average*: 
.443 Ashli White 1993 
.440 Julie Mariga 1990 
.415 Beth Owens 1992 
.401 Jennifer Moffitt 1997 
Most At Bats: 
182 Jennifer Moffitt 
178 [)ANA FOHL 
174 Angie Roush 
Most Runs Scored: 
4 5 Beth Owens 
37 Julie Mariga 
36 Erin Shish 
Most Hits: 
73 Jennifer Moffitt 
66 Beth Owens 
60 Angie Roush 
Most [)oubles : 
20 Jeanne Noble 
17 Beth Owens 













1993 Ashli White 
Most Triples: 
6 Jennifer Moffitt 1997 
Julie Mariga 1990 
Most Home Runs: 
10 Shannon o· Toole 
8 NOLA QUEEN 
4 NOLA QUEEN 
Angie Roush 
Stacy Zarembski 
Most Total Basu: 
99 Jennifer Moffitt 
91 Angie Roush 
Shannon O'Toole 
Beth Owens 










44 Amy Timble 1992 
41 Jeanne Noble 1992 
35 NOLA QUEEN 1999 
Highest Slugging Percentage*: 
.650 Shannon O'Toole 1995 
.624 Julie Mariga 1990 
.617 Ashli White 1993 
Most Stolen Bases: 
33 Julie Mariga 1990 
26 Jennifer Moffitt 1997 
2 2 STm-W,lIE SWAll&:R 1999 
Most Times Hit by a Pitch: 
8 Jodi McMackin 1991 
5 Angie Brooker 1996 
Most Strikeouts: 
3 7 NIKKI BROCK 2000 
Stephanie Graham 1996 
Most Walks: 
29 Becky Bailey 
20 Julie Gibson 





14 Marsha Schultz 1995 
Jennifer Clark 1990 
Highest On Base percentage*: 
.492 Julie Mariga 1990 
.475 Beth Owens 1990 
Highest Fielding '1. (100+ Ch): 
.997 Cathi Watson 1992 
.995 Cathi Watson 1991 
. 994 Cathi Watson 1990 
*Min 80 At Bats 
PITCHING-SEASON 
Most Appearances: 
32 PAM CRAWFORD 2000 
Cheri Ventur ino 1997 
Susan Pape 1995 
Most Games Started: 
30 Susan Pape 








14 Natal ie Massingill 1999 
12 MOLLY SURRATT 1999 
Cheri Ventur ino 1997 
Highest Winning Percentage*: 
.889 Wendy Epperson 1990 
.818 Wendy Epperson 1989 
Lowest Earned Run Average* : 
0.17 Ashli White 1990 
0 .99 Wendy Epperson 1989 
1.04 Amy Estridge 199 3 
Most Complete Games: 
2 5 Cheri Venturino 
Susan Pape 
2 4 Susan Pape 
Most Saves: 
3 Ashli White 







6 Susan Pape 1998 
4 MOLLY SURRATT 1999 
Cheri Venturino 1997 
Most IMings Pitched: 
187.2 Susan Pape 
185.l Susan Pape 
185.0 Cheri Venturino 
17 4.0 Susan Pape 
Fewest Hits Allowed*: 
45 Ashli Whit e 
66 Wendy Epperson 
61 Amy Estridge 








16 Ashli White 1990 
25 Wendy Epperson 1989 
37 Amy Estridge 1993 
Fewest Earned Runs Allowed*: 
2 Ashli White 1990 
12 Wendy Epperson 1989 
16 Amy Estridge 1993 
17 Amy Estridge 1991 
Fewest Walks Allowed* : 
12 MOLLY SURRATT 1998 
Ashli White 1990 
Wendy Epperson 1989 
Most Strikeouts: 
83 Nikki Scott 2000 
76 PAM CRAWFORD 2000 
Fewest Wild Pitches*: 
0 Wendy Epperson 
1 Ashli White 
Ashli White 




0 MOLLY SURRATT 1998 
Ashli White 1992 
Fewest Extra Bases Allowed* : 
6 Amy Estridge 199 3 
Amy Estridge 1991 
Ashli White 1990 
11 Amy Estridge 1994 
Lowest Opponart Batting Ayg. * : 
.196 Amy Estridge 1991 
.203 Amy Estridge 1993 
.249 Ashli White 1991 
*Min 80 !Mings Pitched 
2001 Ea le Softball 
' ' ' Ji,:jijf · · . • f •)ijfm: · • • ► · • • 
BATTING-GAME PITCHING-GAME BATTING-SEASON PITCHING-SEASON 
Most At Bats: 
6 Angie Roush 4/28/95 
vs. Eastern Kentucky 
Judy Braley 4/16/91 
vs. Rio Grande 
Most Runs Scored: 
5 Cathi Watson 4 / 29/92 
vs. Lincoln Memorial 
Most Hits: 
5 Judy Braley 4/13/92 
vs. Kentucky State 
Amy Timble 4/13/92 
vs. Kentucky State 
Most l>oubles: 
3 AMYWJlJCINSO,J 4/ 10/99 
vs. -'ustin Peay 
Most Triples: 
2 Sascha Cox 4/11/99 
vs. Tennessee-Mortin 
Sascha Cox 3/21/98 
vs. Brown 
Most Home Runs: 
2 AM'(WllJCINSO.j 4/15/00 
vs. Eastern Illinois 
Shannon O'Toole 4/5/95 
vs. Do~~s Most Total : 
9 Shannon O'Toole 4/5/95 
vs. Dayton 
Most Runs Batted In: 
8 Amy Timble 4 / 29/92 
vs. Lincoln Memorial 
Most Stolen Bases: 
5 Jennifer Moffitt 4/28/97 
vs. Tennessee State 
Most Times Hit by a Pitch: 
2 Jodi McMockin 3/ 22/91 
vs. Hiram College 
Most Strikeouts : 
3 12 players, 13 t imes 
Most Walks: 
3 four players, four times 
Most Sacrifice Hits: 
2 11 players, 15 times 
Most Sacrifice Flies : 
2 Jeanne Noble 4/8/92 
vs. Wright State 
Single-game records re ect the 
years 1992 and 1996 to 2000 
TEAM-MISC. 
Most IMings Pitched: 
10.0 Natalie Massingill 4/ 24/ 99 
vs. Middle Tennessee State 
Cheri Venturino 4 / 22/ 97 
vs. Eastern Kentucky 
Most Hits -'llowed: 
26 Cheri Strunk 3/2 2/ 96 
vs. Michigan 
Most Runs -'llowed: 
24 Cheri Strunk 3/22/ 96 
vs. Michigan 
Most Earned Runs -'llowed : 
24 Cheri Strunk 3/ 22/96 
vs. Michigan 
Most Walks -'llowed: 
7 Susan Pape 5/ 4 / 96 
vs. Eastern Kentucky 
Most Strikeouts : 
9 Nikki Scott 4 / 22/ 00 
vs. Tennessee Stat e 
Most Wild Pitches: 
4 P-'M CAAWFORI> 3/8/00 
vs. Kentucky 
Most Hit Batsmen: 
4 Susan Pope 
vs. Kentuc ky 
4 / 30/ 97 
TEAM-GAME 
B-'TTING 
Most Runs : 31 , (4/ 29/92) 
Most Hits: 29 , ( 4/ 13/ 92) 
Most At Bats: 40, (3/ 11/97) 
Most l>cxbles: 6, (4/ 8/ 92) 
Most Triples: 5, ( 4/ 29/92) 
Most Home Ru\s: 2, (six t imes) 
Most RBI: 22 , (4/ 29/ 92) 
Most Stolen Bases: 10, (4/ 13/ 92) 
Most Walks: 10 (4/21/00) 
Most Sacrifices: 6, (4/ 8/ 9 2) 
PITCHING 
Most Runs: 24, (3/ 22/ 96) 
Most Earned Ruls: 24, (3/ 22/ 96) 
Most Hits: 26, (3/22/ 96) 
Most Strikeouts: 13, (4/ 22/ 00) 
Most Walks: 9, (5/ 4/ 96) 
Most Wild Pitches: 4, (two times) 
Most Hit Batsmen: 4, (4/ 30/ 97) 
INDIVIDUAL-MISC. 
Most Losses: SEASON Season: 21, Cheri Venturino, 1996 
Most Games Played: 55, 2000 & 1996 Career: 71, Susan Pope, 1995-98 
Fewest Games Played: 28, 1989 Most Runs -'llowed: 
Highest Wi~ Pct.: .756, 1990 Season: 133, Cheri Venturino, 1996 
Most Wins: 31, 1990 Career: 412, Susan Pape, 1995-98 
Most Losses: 38, 1996 Most Earned Runs -'llowed: 
Fe-st Wins: 14, 1994 Season: 93, Cheri Venturino, 1996 
Fe~ Loses: 9, 1990 Career: 279, Susan Pape, 1995-98 
Most ovc Wins: 16, 1999 Walks -'llowed: 
Fe~ OVC Wins: 7, 1998 Season: 82, Stacy Zarembski, 1995 
Most OVC Losses: 19, 1997 Career: 183, Susan Pape, 1995-98 
Fe~ OVC Losses: 5, 1999 Longest Hitting Streak: 
Longest Win Streak: 10, 1990 Season: 14, Dono Fohl 
Longest Losing Streak: 12, 1996 (3/25/00 t o 4/12/00) 
Best Start: 6-0 -3, 1990 Most Errors: 
14, 1990 Season: 26, A ie Roush, 1996 & 97 
st ast s : 29, 1994 Opp. CS et. : .306, 1999 
Fewest Past Balls: 7 , 199~ Lowat Opp. CS Pet.: .098, 1994 
Most Double Plays: 24, 1997 Most Runners LOB: 337, 1997 
Fewest Double Plays : 8, 1991 Fewest R1nws LOB: 201, 1994 
Most Opp. l>Ps: 18, 1995 Most IBB: 2, 1997 
Fewest Opp. l>Ps: 6, 1993 Most Opp. IBB: 3, 2000 
Most Triple Ploys: None Most Grand Slams: 1, four times 
Most Opp. Triple Plays: 1, 1998 Most Opp. Grand Slams: 1, 1996 
Highest Batting -'verage: 
.349 1992 
.299 1991 
Lowest Batting -'verage: 
.207 
Most -'t Bats: 
1464 
Fewest -'t Bats: 
688 
Most Runs Scored: 
297 

































Fewest Home Runs : 
2 1994 
Most Total Bases : 
591 1992 
Fewest Total Bases: 
227 1989 
Most Runs Batted In: 
247 1992 
246 1991 
Fewest Runs Batted In: 
74 1998 
Highest Slugging Percentage: 
.448 1992 
Lowest Slugging Percentage: 
.259 1998 
Most Stolen Bases: 
90 1990 
Fewest Stolen Bases : 
35 1993 
Most Batters Hit by a Pitch: 
15 1991 
Fewest Batters Hit by a Pitch: 
4 1994 
1989 












Highest On Base Percentage: 
.384 1992 
Lowest On Base Percentage: 
.260 1998 
Highest Fielding Percentage: 
.954 1997 
Lowest Fielding Percentage: 
.922 1994 
Highest Earned Run -'verage: 
3.66 1992 


















Most IMings Pitched: 
372.2 
358.2 
Fewest IMings Pitched: 
186.2 










Fewest Hits -'llowed: 
144 1989 ci 
242 1990 ~ 
Most Runs -'llowed: ~ 
245 1996 Vl 
Fewest Runs -'llowed: w 
72 1989 w°' 
114 1990 c, 
Most Earned Runs -'llowed: 
172 1996 8-
Fewest Earned Runs -'llowed: 
42 1989 N 
48 1990 
Most Walks -'llowed: 
154 









Most Wild Pitches: 
50 
Fewest Wild Pitches: 
5 












Fewest Hit Batsmen: 
3 1998 
Most Extra Base Hits -'llowed: 
95 1997 
Fewest Extra Base Hits -'l'-d: 
2 3 1989 
Highest Opponent Batting -'vg. : 
.294 1996 
Lowest Opponent Batting -'vg. : 
.201 1989 
Key 
Records ore from 1989-present 
Batt ing average allowed by 
pitchers is from 1991-present 
Bold indicat es current player 
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Morehead State University 
Meeting the educational needs of East-
ern Kentucky while striving t o constantly 
improve the quality of its public service, 
economic development and applied research 
programs are the primary objectives of 
Morehead State University. 
Historically the University t races its 
lineage to the Morehead Normal School, 
which opened its doors in 1887. The pri-
vate school closed in the spring of 1922 
when the Kentucky General Assembly es-
tablished Morehead State Normal School. 
The state institution accepted its first 
students in the fall of 1923 and graduated 
its first class in 1927. Name changes oc-
curred in 1926 when "and Teachers Col-
lege" was added, again in 1930 when it was 
shortened to Morehead State Teachers 
College, again in 1948 when "Teachers" was 
dropped and, finally, to university status 
in 1966. Twelve men. starting with Dr. 
Frank C. Button, have served as president. 
Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin assumed office as the 
12th president on July 1, 1992. 
Academically, the University offers 66 
undergraduate degree programs, including 
9 associate level degrees and 11 pre-pro-
fessional programs in four colleges - Busi-
ernor and three seats held by the 
elected faculty, staff and student rep-
resentat ives. Management of the in-
stitution is vest ed primarily in four di-
visions - Academic Affairs, Adminis-
tration and Fiscal Services. Student 
Life and University Relations--eac h 
headed by a vice president. 
Athlet ically, the University sponsors 
17 intercollegiate sports in accordance 
with the regulations of the Ohio Val-
ley Conference and Division I of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
t ion. Those sports include football , 
basketball. baseball , cross country, in-
door and outdoor track and field . rifle, 
golf , and tennis for men, and volleyball , 
soccer, basket ball, soft ball, cross coun-
try. indoor and outdoor t rack and fi eld, 
r ifle. and t ennis for women. MSU also 
supports an int ramural program involv-
ing more than 20 team and individual 
spor ts. 
a ness , Education and Behavioral Sciences, 
.Jl Humanities, and Science and Technology -
.:t: and 21 academic departments. There are 
The bell tower is the centerpiece of the 
Morehead State University campus . 
~ 20 graduate degree programs plus two graduate level non-degree 
11 programs designed especially for professional educators. A post-
0'1 master's level degree. education specialist. and a joint doctoral 
i.fl program with the University of Kentucky also are offered on the 
.-4 MSU campus. 
8 Classes also are conduct ed in Ashland. Jackson, Maysville, 
N Pikeville, Prestonsburg, West Liberty, Whit esburg and other lo-
cations . Extended ca mpus centers located in Ashland , 
Prestonsburg, and West Liberty are staffed with full-time per-
sonnel. Additionally, the University offers a number of distance 
learning courses t hroughout the region via Internet and inter-
active compressed video. Sixty-three percent of MSU's full-
t ime faculty members hold doctoral degrees. 
Physically, the University is locat ed in the foothills of the 
Daniel Boone National Forest in Rowan County. The nearly 500-
acre main campus within the city limits of Morehead includes 
more than 50 major structures with a total replacement value 
of more than $144 mi llion. Beyond the city, the University's 
real estate holdings include the 320-acre Derrickson Agricul-
ture complex and a nine-hole golf course. The ins truct ional plant 
includes 120 classrooms and 112 laboratories . Housing facilities 
include space for 3,400 single students and 178 families. 
Affirmative Action Statement 
6/28/99 
Morehead State University is committed to prov1d1ng equal educat ional opportu• 
n1ties to all persons regardless of race, color. nat ional origin, age , rel1g1on. sex. or 
disability in its educat ional programs , services, act ivities, employment policies, and 
administration of students to any program of s tudy. In this regard the University 
conforms to all the laws. stat utes , and regulat ions concerning equal employment 
opportunities and affir ma t ive act ion Th,s includes: Title VI and Tit le VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Educat ion Amendments of 1972, Execut ive 
Orders 11246 and 11375, Equal Pay Act of 1963, Vietnam Era Veterans Readjust -
ment Assistant Act of 1974, Age D1scr1m1nat 1on Act in Employment Act of 1967. 
Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, (as amended in 1992). 
Americans with Disab1l1t1es Act of 1990 and Kentucky Revised Statutes 207 130 t o 
207.240. Any 1nqu1r1es should be addressed to Francene Botts-But ler, Affirmative 
Act ion Off icer/ ADA Coord inator, More head S tate University. 308 Allie Young 
Morehead, KY 40351 Telephone (606) 783-2085. 
Fiscally, the University currently operates on an annual bud-
get of $ 81.2 million with about $ 38.2 million provided by the 
state and $43 million coming from tuition/fees and other 
sources. Additionally. grants and contracts from externa l 
sources for research, service and academic/student support 
projects generate about $7.5 million each year. Private dona-
tions to the University, mainly through the MSU Foundation, 
I nc., have reached $2 million. • 
Statistically, the University has awarded more than 42 ,000 
degrees. has an average fall enrollment of more than 8 ,200 and 
nearly 990 full -time employees. The student body represents 
97 Kentucky counties. 40 states and 40 foreign countries. The 
University attracts more than 55,000 visitors each year and its 
economic impact . directly or indirectly, on the Morehead area 
is estimated at more than $70 mill ion yearly. 
Administratively, the University is governed by an 11-mem-
ber Board of Regents with eight citizens appointed by the gov-
30 
MSU is located in the Daniel Boone National Forest. 
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Administration & Support Staff 
Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin, President 
Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin, an outspoken proponent of student success strategies in college administration, has served 
since July 1, 1992, as the 12th president of Morehead State University in Morehead, Ky. 
A native of St. Louis, Mo., President Eaglin came to Kentucky from the chancellorship of Coastal Carolina 
University in Conway, S.C. Previously, he was vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of South 
Carolina at Spartanburg. Ear lier , he was the southeast regional director of the American College Testing Program 
{ACT). 
A former Chair of Kentucky's Conference of University Presidents, Dr. Eaglin holds a bachelor 's degree in 
biology and mathematics from Southeast Missouri State University, where he was a member of the Indian tennis 
team, a master 's degree in student personnel administration from Southern Illinois University and a doctoral degree in education 
psychology from the University of Utah. 
President Eaglin ' s expertise in student retention recently was highlighted in a research report he wrote for the American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) on the ro le of campus chief executes in helping students become successful 
in college. Dr. Eaglin was a member of the AASCU Board of Directors and had the distinction of representing two different 
institutions on the NCAA Presidents Commission. He is currently serving a term on t he NCAA Division I Board of Directors which 
extends through January 2004, and he just completed a stint as president of the Ohio Valley Conference. His consulting work in 
student personnel and academic matters has taken him in recent years to Cyprus, China and Ireland, and to numerous campuses across 
this country. 
President Eaglin is active in economic development matters in East Kentucky , presently serving by appointment of Gov. Paul Patton 
on the Kentucky Appalachian Commission and Education Pays Task Force. He is a member of t he Board of Directors of the Morehead-
Rowan County Chamber of Commerce and the Central Appalachian Alliance, a partnership of energy and land holding companies and 
universities in Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia. 
Dr. Eaglin and his wife, Bonnie, have four adult children and four grandchildren. 
Mike Mincey, Vice President for Student Life/ Athletic Director 
Mike Mincey, Morehead Stat e's Vice President for Student Life and a former Eagle athlete, assumed respon-
sibility for supervision of the University's athletics program in June, 1993. _g 
An MSU administrative staff member since 1975, Mincey was appointed interim vice president in 1986 and ,t 
assumed the title of vice president and Dean of Students in 1990 following a national search. Since joining the ~ 
staff, Mincey has held a variety of posts including assistant to the vice president for academic affairs, grants 
11 coordinator and coor dinator for academic support services. °' 
In addition to the athletics program, Mincey also provides supervisory support to the areas of the Dean of J3 
Students, student activities, student development, financial aid and scholarships, student housing, admissions, .-i 
public safety and conference services. 8 
Mincey earned four varsity letters (1965-68) as a member of the Eagle football squad, and was a part of MSU's last Ohio N 
Valley Conference football championship in 1966. During his prep days, he was an all-stater at Ware Count y (Ga.) High School. 
A three-time graduate of the University, he has earned a bachelor's degree and two mast er's degrees, including one in higher 
education, during his affi liation with the school. The native of Waycross, Ga., has done advanced studies at Indiana University 
and is a member of the National Association of St udent Personnel Administrators. 
Prior to joining the MSU staff, he taught and coached in public schools in Flemingsburg, Ky., and Tifton, Ga. 
His wife, Kathy, is a two-time graduate of MSU and currently serves the University as an associate professor of English. They 
have three children, Sarah, J acob and Samuel. 











Chris Doke Luis DeJesus 
Grad. Assistant AT, C 
Athletic Trainer Grad Assistant 
Athletic Trainer 
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Development & Secretory Sports Information Life Skills 
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Morehead State University™ 
Letter To Boosters 
Dear Friends: 
Morehead State University is committed to upholding the highest integrity within all procedures and practices 
of the athletic department. We are pleased to publish this note as a reference to understanding often confusing 
NCAA regulations. 
The NCAA defines "representatives of athletic interests" as alumni , friends and boosters of the University. 
All member institutions are held accountable for their representatives' actions. One violation could jeopardize 
the eligibility of any or all Eagle Athletic programs. 
As a general rule, anyone who has financially supported Eagle Athletics , been a member of any booster orga-
nization, or who has supported Eagle Athletics is considered a "representative" of Eagle Athletics. If anyone 
has questions regarding these types of relationships, please contact Brian Hutchinson, Director of Development 
and Marketing at (606) 783-2593. 
Prospective student-athletes can be defined as a student who has started classes in the ninth grade or any 
younger student-athlete who has received a benefit from the institution. These individuals may only be re-
cruited by MSU coaches who have passed the NCAA Recruiting Rules Examination. While "representatives" of 
Eagle Athletics may speak to any of these individuals via telephone or in person, a recruiting effort must not be 
made. Also, no student-athlete or prospective student-athlete may receive any extra benefit outside of the 
support provided by the institution. For any questions regarding this description, please contact Jim Wells , 
Compliance and Educational Services Director at (606) 783-5136. 
These are certainly not all t he regulations any "representative" of Eagle Athletics must remember. How-
ever, they provide a good outline of the types of things that could endanger the eligibility of any MSU Athletics 





.!! Jim Wells tB Compliance and Educational Services Director Brian Hutchinson -8 
N 
Director of Development and Marketing 
Intercollegiate Athletics Mission Statement 
Morehead State University believes that Intercollegiate Athletics is an integral part of the 
University and that a broad-based intercollegiate athletics program encourages student participa-
tion and involvement in the total life of the University. In addition, intercollegiate athletic pro-
grams play a positive role by supporting the academic and public service missions of the University. 
32 
.Each athleticsfrogram shall be conducted in a manner that protects the physical , mental, emotional , and 
social welfare o each student-athlete . 
. Each student-athlete, through academic counseling and individual assistance, shall be encouraged toward 
completion of degree requirements and graduation . 
• Each athletics program shal l adhere to the principles of fair play and amat eur competition as defined by the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Ohio Valley Conference . 
. Each athletics program shall be administered at the highest level that the University's resources will allow 
so that each student -athlete will have the opportunity to compet e to the fullest extent of his or her abi lity . 
. The athletics programs at Morehead Stat e University shall make every effort to educate and serve the 
student-athletes of the University's primary service area and their respective educational institutions . 
. The athletics program will accommodate student's interests and abilities in a manner that is nondiscrimina-
tory to both sexes and reasonable with the University's resources . 
. The athletics program shal l adhere to the University's Affirmative Action Plan promoting equal opportunity 
for all employees and students, as well as applicants for employment and student participation. 
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Abner Construction Co. 
Abrams Investing & Management 
Wanda M. Adams 
Samuel E. Argeras 
Associates of Anderson OB/GYN 
Kimberly Boone-Tutt 
Odessa J . Broussard 
Kathy Bungo 
Colleen Burton 
Lloyd L. Butcher 
C & C Communications 
Alesso M. Capella 
Kenneth B. Chase 
Linda C. Clancy 
Tyler Cook 
James B. Cra9er 




Larry Fannin Chevrolet 
Rufus G. Fisher 
Richard W. Fox 
Steven F. Garrison 
Loudean Godbert 
Great Lakes Etching 
Shirley P. Hamilton 
Edith C. Harlow 
Barbara A. Horan 
C.J . Hoying 
Heather ~oying 
Kim D. Hoying 
Maureen Kic1nski 
Brenda L. Littleton 
Burcey M. Littleton 
Lowe's Sporting Goods 
James M. Malott 
Kathy G. Martin 
Patricia Meadows 
Russell J . Mit chner 
Jennif er Moffitt 
Julie Y. Moffitt 
Randy N. Manfredi 
Morehead National Bank 
Gloria C. Motko 
Shannon M. O'Toole 
Susan R. Pape 
Jeannette P. Peel 
Bernetta L. Robinson 
John T. Robinson 
Amy M. Ross 
Jack Roy 
Daniel L. Seth 
Joseph S. Sistko 
J i ll Sloan 
Mary N. Solley 
Ginger Spratt 
Nefl St appenbeck 
Jeannine B. Stevens 
Joyce J . Stevens 
Paul E. Sturm 
Douglas L. Surratt 
Peggy Swanger 
Carol R. Thompson 
Elmer C. Tincher 
Lewis D. Vansickle 
Norma J. Walker 
Charles W. Watson 
Beth 0 . Weinel 
Reda L. Weiss 
Joseph W. Welch 
Charles R. Wilkinson 
Harry T. Wilkinson 
Brian C. Williams 
Erin S. Wills 
Carolyn J . Wolfe 
Charlene N. Wolfe 
Edward M. Yates 
Wanda A. Yates-Robinson 
Eagles of Distinction 
ACADEMIC CHAMPIONS 
GTE Academic All-America 
Jeani Gollihue, 1986 
Shannon O' Toole, 1995 
Cat hi Watson. 1991, 1992 
GTE Academic All-District 'IV 
First Team 
Karla Clif ton, 1991 
DANA FOHL, 2000 
Jodi McMackin, 1994 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1997 
Shannon O' Toole, 1995 
Susan Pape, 1998 
CathiWatson, 1991 
Second Team 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1996 
Susan Pape, 1996, 1997 
Angie Roush, 1995, 1996 
NSCA/NFCA Scholar-Athletes 
Shannon Bender, 1999 
Angie Brooker, 1996 
Alma Chapman. 1996. 1999 
AMY FOX, 1999 
HEATHER HOYING, 1999 
HEATHER HUGHES, 1999 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1995 
Shannon O ' Toole, 1995 
Susan Pape, 1995. 1996, 1997 
Angie Roush, 1995, 1996 
OVC Scholar-Athlete 
Susan Pape was one of the 
most decorated Eagles both 




DANA FOHL, 2000 
OVC Medal of Honor 
DANA FOHL, 2000 
" JeMifer Moffitt holds sev- wfr 
eral Eagle records and was 
AMY FOX, 1999 also honored for her aca- -
demic achievements. ~ Karen Gillum, 2000 
Shannon O ' Toole, 1995 
,. 
ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
AII-OVC 
First Team 
Dana Fohl. 1999 
Jodi McMackin, 1994 
Nola Queen, 1998, 1999 
Second Team 
Pam Crawford, 2000 
Dana Fohl. 2000 
Natalie Massingil l, 1999 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1996, 1997 
Shannon O'Toole, 1995 
Susan Pape, 1996 
Nola Queen, 2000 
Jonti Robinson, 1999 
Angie Roush, 1996 
Molly Surratt. 1999 
Erin Shish. 1994 
Cheri Venturino. 1997 
Honorable Mention 
Shannon O 'Toole, 1994 
Jonti Robinson, 2000 
Jamie Voj vodich. 1996 
Stacy Zar embski, 1995 
OVC All-Tournament 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1997 
Angie Roush, 1995 
OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll 
Heather Barnhart. 1994 
Shannon Bender, 1998, 1999 
Nikki Brock, 2000 
Angie Brooker, 1996, 1997, 1999 
Alma Chapman. 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 
Lesley Curtis 1999 
Amy Estridge, 1994 
Dana Fohl, 1998, 1999, 2000 
Amy Fox, 1999, 2000 
Karen Gillum. 2000 
Jessica Hardy, 1994, 1995 
Heather Hoying, 1998. 1999, 2000 
Heather Hughes, 1998, 1999, 2000 
Tiffany Leonard, 1994 
Jodi McMackin, 1994 
Jennifer Moffitt, 1994, 1995 
Shannon O'Toole, 1995 
Susan Pape, 1995, 1996, 1997. 1998 
Nola Queen, 2000 
Tara Ricketts, 1994 
Angie Roush, 1994, 1995, 1996 , 
Rachael Schatzle, 1994 
Erin Shish, 1994 
Alicia Sprat t , 1996, 1997 
Kelly St ewart, 1999 
Micele Sturm, 2000 -[r pa Molly Surrat't, 1998, 1999., 2000 - _ 
Am Wilki~,. 2000 ~ f!:-
NCA:l Team Awards , ,n , 
1 
Team Batting Champion, 1992.,. -Jilt.S 
Team Doubles Champion. 19931 . 
NCAA Individual Award ' 
Toughest To St rike Out, ~s~ White, 1993 
Active players are bolded V 
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Academic Success 
The Eagles have a history of being successful away from the field, especial ly in Top Division I Team GPAs in 2000 
their academic endeavors. Three times in the last six years, Morehead State has been 
recognized by the National Fastpitch Coaches Association as owning one of the nation's & Tuool GM 
top grade-point averages. Last spring, the Ea9les posted the 19th-best GPA among al l 1. Louisiana Tech 3.571 
Division I teams. The NFCA (formerly NSCA) also has recognized 10 Morehead Stat e 2. Robert Morris 3.409 
athletes 14 times as Scholar-Athletes, a Rrestigious national honor. In addition, the 3. Detroit Mercy 3.399 
Eagles have had three GTE Academic All-Americans named a total 4. Manhattan 3.370 
of four times, while eight ath letes have been named to either the 5_ Iona 3.350 
first or second Academic All -District I V team a total of 12 times, 6 southwest Missouri State 3 340 
including t hre_e-time selection Susan Pape and Dana Fohl (first- 7: Butler 3:328 
team) last sp,ring. _ _ 8 Liberty 3 326 
The OVC' s nighest al l-around in-season honor Is the Scholar- · . . . · 
Athlete Award, recognizing excellence in athletics, academics and 9- Virginia Tee~ _ 3-280 
leadership. This past fall , Dana Fohl became the first MSU soft- Southeast Missouri State 3.280 
ball player and the 21st Eagle overall to earn the honor in the award' s 19-year history. 11. Syracuse 3.274 
OVC ACADEMIC MEDAL OF HONOR 
For the past 12 years, the Ohio Valley Conference has recognized student-
athletes for their academic achievement s with its Academic Medal of Honor. The 
award is presented to the student-athlete who has the highest GPA (above 3.00) in 
each sport sponsored by the OVC. In case of ties, each student-athlete is given a 
Medal of Honor. Shannon O'Toole in 1995, curr ent team members Amy Fox in 
1999 and Dana Fohl in 2000, and former Eagle Karen Gillum in 2000 are t he only 
MSU softball players to have been chosen for the award in its history. 
12. Villanova 3.266 
13. Kentucky 3.253 
Winthrop 3.253 
15. Evansville 3.250 
16. Stanford 3.240 
Southern Illinois 3.240 
18. Long Island 3.236 
19. MOREHEAD STATE 3.228 
20. Canisius 3.221 
Each year, the Col lege Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) se-
- lects an Academic All-American softball team. The following student-athletes have 





,t Jeani Gollihue (1986) 
~ 
Cathi Watson (1991, 1992) 
ShaMon O'Toole (1995) 
OVC COMMISSIONER'S HONOR ROLL 
The OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll has been in existence for 11 years and 
§ recognizes student-athletes who have a GPA of 3.25 or higher with not less than 24 
N hours of credit during the previous two semesters. Twenty eight MSU student-
athletes have been named to the honor roll 52 times, peaking with 10 student-ath-
letes selected in 1994, 1999 and 2000. 
Four-t ime honorees Three-time honorees 
Alma Chapman (1996-99) Angie Brooker (1996, 97, 99) 
Susan Pape (1995-98) Dana Fohl (1998-00) 
Angie Roush (1994-97) Heather Hoying (1998-00) 
Heather 1-bJhes (1998-00) 
Molly Surratt (1998-00) 
34 
Two-time honorees 
Shannon Bender (1998-99) 
Amy Fox (1999-00) 
Jessica Hardy (1994-95) 
Jennifer Moffitt (1994-95) 
Alicia Spratt (1996-97) 
One-time honorees 
Heather Barnhart (1994) 
Nikki Brock (2000) 
Lesley Curtis (1999) 
Amy Estridge (1994) 
Karen Gillum (2000) 
Tiffany Leonard (1994) 
Jodi McMackin (1994) 
Shannon O'Toole (1995) 
Nola Queen (2000) 
Tara Ricketts (1994) 
Rachael Schatzle (1994) 
Erin Shish (1994) 
Kel ly St ewart (1999) 
Micele Sturm (2000) 
Amy Wilkinson (2000) 




Molly Surratt (Public Relations) 
Criminology 
Jonti Robinson (Recreation) 
Education 
Amy Fox (Secondary) 
Heather Hoying (Elementary/ Special) 
Shannon Nord (Elementary) 
Nola Queen (l=lementary) 
Jami Seaman (Early Elementary) 
Micele Sturm (Secondary/Coaching) 
Education/Health 
Amy Wilkinson (Secondary Math) 
Exercise Science 
Nikki Brock 
Pam Crawford (Athletic Training) 
Jenn Graham (A thletic Training) 
Alicia St evens 






Heather Hughes (Social Work) 
Undeclared 
Brenna Read 
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Athletic Facilities 
Morehead State hos at its disposal modern and well -equipped facilities for the use of its athletic teams. Included among those 
ore Joyne Stadium, the Athlet ic-Academic Cent er (AAC), the George A. Sadler Tennis Courts, Allen Field, Wetherby Gym and the 
University Softball Field. Among the facilities used for purposes ot her than competition is the Phil Simms Weight Training 
Facility, a building dedicat ed by the former Mor ehead State and New York Giants ' football st ar, which allows MSU athletes every 
opportunity to enhance their strength and conditioning. In addition, there is a spacious athletic training facility in Jayne Stadium, 
complete with all of the resources needed to enhance the training of MSU athletes, while allowing t hem to rehabilitate and recover 






The main athletic t raining room, a 
spacious and modern facility with four 
whirlpools, stoirsteppers and exercise 
bicycles, is located in Jayne Stadium. 
Two other remote faci lities are in the 
Academic - Athletic Center and 
Wetherby Gym. The MSU staff in-
cludes head athletic t ra iner Gory 
Diehm, assistant Johndo Wireman, 
plus two graduate assistants and sev-
J ohnda Wireman is in her second _ ......,.,,.,. eral student assistants. Diehm, 
year as the assistant athlet ic trainer Wireman and the graduate assistants 
at MSU. After serving as the women's 
basket ball trainer last year, she will are either certified or eligible for 
work primarily with the softball team cer tification. Also members of the 
this spring. MSU medical team are a group of 
Wireman spent a little over a year highly-qualified doctors, including or-
as the head athletic trainer at Shawnee .=,.,::..;_.......;..;;. ;;;.;;:::._ __ ...-. thopedic surgeons, Dr. Tom Fossett 
State, where she also served as a foe- d p d B d d D h M H h ulty member teaching athletic t raining an Dr. at Serey; a entist , Dr. Jim en ixen; an an optometrist , r. T omas c ug . In 
classes. Prior to that, she spent four addition, the St. Claire Medical Center, located in Morehead, utilizes a full-spect rum of 
P
ears as the head athletic trainer of medical services. In all, the Lady Eagles have access t o several specialist s in all areas of a ortsmout h Hi,9h School , while pursu- potent ial need, providing them with the most modern medical attention available. .il 
ing her mast ers degree. W • ht R .....- z ,1: 
A native of Greenup, Ky., Wireman is e19 OOm • ~ 
a 1991 graduate of the University of MSU athletes have two primary 
Kentucl<y , where she earned her . h •i· · f h · 
bachelor's degree in dietet ics/nutri- we19 t room_ foci i t1~s _or t e1r use. 
tion. She then earned a second The largest 1s the Phil Simms Weight 
bachelor's degree in athlet ic training Training Facility, which is used pr i-
from Shawnee State. In addition, marily by the football squad, but ac- l~ru. . .-,rl'l\f-.:-,J~IJ!f~~ 
Wireman o~toined a master's degr~e in cessible for use by all MSU teams. 
e?<er_c1se science from Morsholl lJn1ver- The other fac ility is locat ed in the 
s1ty in 1998, where she 1s also currently . . • f 
pursuing her Ed.D. degree in O censor- AAC and 1s the primary domain o '.he 
t ium with West Virginia Universit y . basket ball teams. It offer_s a w1_de 
Besides her experiences in athletic range of modern equipment , including 
training, she hos also worked for two a stairmost er, free weight s and Nou-
ye~rs in _the Dietary Deportment at the tilus-style machines, which con help 
University of Kentuc~y Medical Cen- the Lady Eagles and Eagles achieve L-----=----------- L-~c::_~ 
ter ofter her groduot1on from UK. h h. h f · · 
Assisting Wireman with the athletic t e ig est level o strength training. 
training duties for the softball t eam -------------------------..... 
will be resh on r Belli 
University Softball Field 
The Eagles hove called the University Softball Field their 
home for the lost 13 years. which includes the entire span 
of the MSU fast-pitch era. Tucked bet ween two hills on 
t he Northeast side of campus, the University Softball Field 
hos bleachers t o accommodate approximately 500 people. 
Its dimensions ore 215 feet t o left field, 205 feet to cen-
ter f ield and 215 feet to right field. Many additions and 
enhancements hove t oken place to the facility over the ,------------
years, including improvements t o the dugouts, on electronic 
scoreboard, outfield fence wind screens and a batting cage. 
The University Softball Field served as the host of the 
OVC Tournament in the 1997 season. 






















9-17 Total 126-90-1 
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Morehead State University™ 
Media Information 





Randy Stacy enters his 
14th season as spor ts infor-
mation direct or aft er ser ving 
16 months in the M SU Devel-
opment Office. 
This media guide includes records and statistics to primarily assist print and broadcast 
media representatives in their coverage of this year ' s Morehead St ate softball team. To 
receive the latest information, media con use t he Ohio Volley Conference Fox-On-Demond 
service. The system con be used 24-hours a day. From the handset of your f ox machine 
dial 201-461 -8345. To obtain OVC and MSU Directories, press 6000. The document 
numbers for the OVC release is 6050, championship information is 6057, stats is 6052, 
schedule is 6054 and league standings is 6053. MSU information con be found at the 
following directories: 6550 for the lat est release, 6552 for updated stats and results, 
6553 for the rost er , 6554 for the schedule, and 6555 for the most recent box score. 
Additional information con be obtained by contacting Assistant Sports Information 
Director Brod Loux at 606-783-2500. 
Press Credentials/Interviews 
St acy, a 1977 graduat e of M orehead Stat e 
University, is the for mer assistant sports infor -
mat ion director at t he University of Kentucky. 
While at UK, Stacy was responsible for all media 
and public relations for the men' s basketball pro-
gram, as well as press row operat ions . 
There is no charge for softball games, so no press credentials ore necessary. However. 
the sports information deportment requests that if you wish to interview any Eagle 
at hletes or coaches that you arrange them t hrough Assistant SI D Brod Loux. 
Services 
The 45-year-old Stacy ser ved as men 's sport s 
information director at M SU for a brief time in 
1977, before assuming a full-time posit ion at Ten-
nessee Tech. 
The sports informat ion deportment will provide rosters , statistics, results and notes 
for each home game. Complete statistical data will be available ofter each contest. In the 
press room in the Academic-Athletic Cent er , a t ypewriter , copier, fox machine, personal 
comput ers, two telephones and a variety of other supplies ore available. 
PRIMARY MEDIA OUTLETS 
T he native of Carr Creek , Ky., and graduat e of 
Carr Creek High School (now Knot t County Cen-
t ra l) , also served as a gr aduate assistant in the 
0 M SU Office of Public I nfor mat ion and was a news 
..o and sports reporter at WMKY radio. 
.:S: St acy is a member of College Sport s Informa-
~ tion Directors of America (CoSI DA) and serves 
.!! as t he national chairperson of the membership 
g, services committee. He also belongs t o t he 
W Morehead Optimist Club and Elliottvi l le Baptist 
- Chur ch. He and his wife, Jeanet ta, have two sons, 






Main and Midland 
Lexington. KY 40507 
(8591 231-3225 
Fax (8591 231-1451 
The Courier-Journal 
PO Box 740031 
Louisville, KY 40201 
(8001 765-4011 
Fax (5021 582-7186 
The Daily Independent 
17th St 
Ashland. KY 41101 
(6061 326-2673 
Fax (6061 326-2678 
The Ledger-Independent 
43 West Second St 
Maysville. KY 41056 
(800} 264-9091 
Fax (6061 564-6893 
Brenda Kissinger is in her Morehead News 
722 W First SI 
14th year as secretary in the Morehead. KY 40351 
sport s information office and 16061 784-4116 
assist s with all focet s of the Fax (6061 784-7337 
depart ment 's operations . The Herald-Dispatch 
S he previously spent f ive 946 Fifth Ave 
Year s as a secretary t o former M SU athletic di- Huntington, WV 25
701 
13041 526-2759 
r ect or G.E. "Sonny" Mor an. Kissinger has four Fax 13041 526-2857 
children, Melissa, Bi l l, J.R. and Rick , and four Winchester Sun 
gr andchildren, John, Josh , Jaclyn and Ashley . PO Box 4300 
She and her two youngest sons, J .R. and Rick, Winchester, KY 40392 
reside in O live Hill, Ky. (8591 744-7253 
,---P-R_O_N_U_N_C.,_IA_J_I_O_N_ G_U_ID- E~ ~a; ATii:~745-0638 
Dana. Fohl ......................................................... (FOA~ ~~~~gfc}~~o~aBl~~229 
J~nt, Robinson ..................................... (J'OHN -tee (7031 276-3400 
M ,cele St urm ........................................ (MICK-elle Fax (703I 907-4465 
Al icia St evens ........................................... (AL- isha Flemingsburg Gazette 
M olly S~rratt .......................................... (Sur- RA p O Box 32 
Stephanie Swanger ...................... .... (SWANG- uhr Flemingsburg, KY 41041 
EAGLE WEBSITE (6061 845-9211 Fax (6061 845-3299 
Visit Eagle Athlet ics on the World Wide Web. For 
informat ion on the Eagles, including rost er. schedule. 
st ats . resul ts . coaches and prayer bios. camp 
information and all of the latest news releases. point 
your browser to: _ _ morehead- st.edu/athldics. 
36 
Jackson Times 
1003 College Ave 
Jackson. KY 41339 
16061 666-2451 
Fax 16061 666-5757 
Hazard Herald 
PO Box 869 
Hazard, KY 41702 
16061 436-5771 
Fax (6061 436-3140 
The Trail Blazer 
102B Breckinridge Hall 





525 West Broadway 
Lou1sv1lle, KY 40202 
18001 292-3560 
Fax 15021 589-4831 
Lexington Office 
(8591 254-2070 
Fax (8591 255-1137 
ELECTRONIC 
WMKY Radio 
PO Bax 338 
West Liberty. KY 41472-0338 
(6061 783-2001 
Fax (6061 783-2335 
WQXX Radio 
PO Box 338 
West Liberty. KY 41472-0338 
1606} 784-4141 
Fax (606I 783-9557 
WYMT-TV 
PO Box 1299 
Hazard. KY 41702 
(6061 436-5757 
Fax (6061 439-3760 
WBM-TV 
135 Lee Cemetery Rd 
Morehead. KY 40351 
(6061 784-7515 
Fax (6061 783-1874 
WKYT-TV 
PO Box 5037 
Lexington. KY 40505 
(8591 299-0177 
Fax (8591 299-2494 
WLEX-TV 
Box 1457 
Lexington. KY 40501 
(8591 255-4404 
Fax (8591 255-2418 
WTVQ-TV 
Box 5590 
Lexington. KY 40505 
(8591 293-1661 
Fax (8591293-0539 
WDKY FOX 56-TV 
836 Euclid Ave 
Lexington. KY 40502 
(8591 269-5656 
Fax (8591 269-3774 
WSAZ-TV 
645 F1f1h Ave 
Huntington. WV 25720 
(3041 523-5333 
Fax 13041 697-4325 
WOWK-TV 
555 5th Ave. 
Huntington, WV 25702 
(3041 525-7661 
Fax (3041 523-0545 
WGOH-Radio 
Box 487 
Grayson. KY 41143 
(6061 474-5144 
Fax. 16061 474-7777 
WI KO-Radio 
324 E Main St 
Morehead. KY 40351 
(6061 784-9966 
Fax 1606I 674-6700 
WFTM-Radio 
626 Forest Ave 
Maysville. KY 41056 
(6061 564-3361 






























































All times Eastern and are 
subject to change. 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY W EDNESDAY THURSOAY 
9 10 4 5 6 7 8 
K.nt Sui, 
11:0Q ,UII M.lrsh~ll# 
Wright 
UP\11 4:00 pm. Smr• 
J:00 2:00 111. 
16 II 12 13 14 15 
loum, ~ 
8:00 pm. 
23 24 18 19 20 21 22 
Toumjment 
CbylOnl P'byofh 
TBA 2.-00 pm. 
30 25 26 'll 28 
Aornn Peay• Loulsvllltl 







We-.1 Virafll!A bu Trnr 
TKh• SI.Ur• 













MONDAY TUESDAY W EONESOAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
3 I 4 I 
MONDAY T UESDAY W EDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
2 3 4 5 6 7 5 
Uuttn r ........ 
KtnUKky•• Ttdl•t 
2:00 pm. 2:00 pm. 
- OVC Championship -
TBA I 
9 10 II 12 13 14 6 7 8 9 10 II I 12 
Ktntudcyf 
E.,umn £.nlf'fR 
Illinois•• l nou• 
5:00 pm. 3:00 pm. 7:00 pm. 
- NCAA r1,1y-ln• 
TBA ' 
16 r7 18 19 20 21 13 14 15 16 r7 18 19 
w,e,n Ttt1nmft 
Ktn1uc.ky• Sutf•t 
4:00 pm. 1:00 pm. 
23 24 25 26 'll 28 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ..,_ - ,_., 2.-00 pm. 
30 27 28 29 30 31 
